
Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation 
TEXAS WEATHER MODIFICATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 

Thursday, June 7, 2018 at 10:00 a.m. 
North Campus, 1st Floor Public Meeting Room, Suite 125E 

1106 Clayton Lane, Austin, Texas 78723 
 

AGENDA 
 

If you require auxiliary aids, services or materials in an alternate format contact the Texas Department of 
Licensing and Regulation at least 5 working days prior to the meeting date. Phone: (512) 475-4765, FAX: 
(512) 475-2874, E-MAIL: open.meetings@tdlr.texas.gov, TDD/RELAY TEXAS: 1-800-relay-VV (for voice), 
1-800-relay-TX (for TDD). 
 
Watch the meeting on TDLR's YouTube channel at –  
https://www.youtube.com/user/TexasLicensing  
 
A. Call to Order 
 
B. Roll Call and Certification of Quorum 

 
C. Approval of Minutes – Meeting of February 1, 2018 
 
D. Public Comment 

**Any person wishing to address the Advisory Committee should complete a  
    Public Comment Form and submit it to the Program Specialist** 

 
E. Staff Reports – Briefing from Staff and Discussion: 

1. Office of Innovation 
a. Analyses of 2017 Operations by AISM and SOAR  
b. Issuance of a permit (Trans Pecos WMA) and permit renewal (West Texas WMA) 
c. Weather Modification Association Annual Meeting, Estes Park, CO, April 25-27, 2018 
d. Weather Modification in the Media   

2. Executive Office 
a. Personnel Updates  
b. Recent Developments 
c. Strategic Planning Process and Update 

 
F. Field meteorologists’ report on weather modification activities ongoing in 2018 
 
G. Presentation on USDA/TWMA plans to assess the efficacy of seeding with charged particles on 

convective cloud towers in 2018 
 
H. Consideration and possible recommendation on the amount of liability insurance required of a 

holder of a Texas weather modification permit 
 
I. Discussion and possible recommendation on proposed amendments at 16 Texas Administrative 

Code §79.33 to clarify and update reporting requirements for persons conducting weather 
modification operations using aircraft or ground-based equipment 

 
 
J. Consideration and possible recommendation on an application for an amendment to the 2018 

license of the South Texas Weather Modification Association (Pleasanton)  
 

mailto:open.meetings@tdlr.texas.gov
https://www.youtube.com/user/TexasLicensing


K. Consideration and possible recommendation on an application for a new weather modification 
permit:  Seeding Operations and Atmospheric Research (SOAR) Program (Stamford) 

 
L. Recommendations for agenda items for next Committee meeting 
 
M. Discussion of date, time, and location of next Committee meeting 
 
N. Adjournment 



Weather Modification Advisory Committee 
Meeting of February 1, 2018  

North Campus Building – 1st Floor Public Meeting Room 
1106 Clayton Lane, Suite 125E, Austin, Texas 

 
Summary of Minutes 

 
Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, called the meeting to order at 10:01 a.m.  Committee 

Members present were Frank Reilly, James Nance, Gary Foster, Aurora Farthing.  Committee 
Member Alan Zeman was absent.   A quorum was present. 

Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item C., Approval of Minutes – Meeting 
of August 24, 2017.  Committee member Gary Foster, seconded by James P. Nance, made a motion 
to approve the minutes as presented. Motion passed unanimously.     
 

Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item D., Public Comment.  There was no 
public comment. 
 

Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item E., Staff Reports - Executive Office.  
Nick Voinis, Chief of Staff introduced himself and presented the Executive Office Report, 
reporting on personnel updates; recent developments; and upcoming strategic planning process.  
 

Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item E.2., Staff Reports – Office of 
Innovation.  Program Specialist, George Bomar gave the following staff reports: TDLR issued to 
seven applicants new licenses for fiscal year 2018, which began on September 1, 2017; A part of 
the Annual Conference of the American Meteorological Society (AMS), held in Austin on January 
7-11, 2018, included the 21st Conference on Planned and Inadvertent Weather Modification, much 
of which focused on wintertime snowpack augmentation operations and research; Recent writings 
in the international press centered on the use of cloud-seeding technologies to combat drought, 
which are becoming more commonplace due to climate change (Jessica Brown); persistent efforts 
in the 1940s-1960s to seed hurricanes to diminish their capacity to damage and destroy (Sam Kean 
in Science); and emissions from ships that seed clouds, with research in Physics Today showing 
lightning occurs twice as often as normal in the vicinity of busy shipping lanes.    

Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item F., Field meteorologists’ report on 
weather modification activities accomplished in 2017.  Jonathan Jennings provided a report on the 
2017 cloud-seeding season in the Edwards Plateau and Trans-Pecos regions, a season that was less 
active than usual, with drought intensifying as the season elapsed.  Both projects are being 
challenged by a shortage of experienced cloud-seeding pilots.  Mr. LaRoche said rain-
enhancement activities in the coastal plain region south of San Antonio yielded an estimated 
855,000 acre-feet of rainfall, according to an analysis, by Texas Tech University, of the South 
Texas Weather Modification Association operations during 2017.   
 

Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item G., Presentation on USDA/TWDB 
experiments to assess the efficacy of seeding with charged particles on convective cloud towers in 
2017. Mr. Martin reported on experimental seeding with charged water droplets in various parts 



of Texas during 2017—with more operations planned for the spring and summer of 2018.  His 
research team has an active application being processed by the U. S. Patent Office; once the patent 
is issued, he will provide greater detail on the nature of the ongoing research, which is being done 
under an exemption from the permit process given by TDLR in 2017. 

 
Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item H., Consideration and possible 

recommendation on the amount of liability insurance required of a holder of a Texas weather 
modification permit. One issue highlighted by an internal audit made of TDLR’s weather 
modification program in 2017 pertained to the amount of liability insurance required of an 
applicant for a Texas weather modification permit.  Mr. Bomar reported that a minimum threshold 
of $1,000,000 has been applied for decades—and files maintained by the agency do not provide 
documentation on how that value was derived.  He added that, since the Weather Modification Act 
was passed by the Texas Legislature in 1967, no permitted project in Texas has been sued in a 
court of law.  Mr. Funke said the projects had not recently evaluated whether the $1 million limit 
was adequate in today’s world—and said he would like to reassess and report back to the 
Committee at its next meeting.  Chairman Reilly stated the matter would be retained for further 
discussion at the next meeting. 

 
Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item I., Consideration and possible 

recommendation on the reporting requirement under 16 Texas Administrative Code, Section 79.33 
of a holder of a permit for hail suppression using an anti-hail device. George Bomar reported the 
audit cited a disparity in the way TDLR requires its permittees to report on their activities:  The 
agency has allowed Belding Farms, holder of a permit for anti-hail devices, to provide quarterly 
reports—while other permit holders, who conduct rain-enhancement operations (but not hail-
suppression), are required to report monthly.  Mr. Bomar said the rationale for requiring Belding 
Farms to report less frequently is that data on hail-cannon usage is-are much less detailed than 
“cloud seeding” achieved with aircraft.  Discussion by Committee members and the General 
Counsel led to the conclusion that staff should draft language for a change in the rules that relate 
to reporting of activities and allow the Committee to review and comment on proposed changes at 
a future meeting. 
 

Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item J., Consideration and possible 
recommendation on an application for renewal of a weather modification permit:  West Texas 
Weather Modification Association (San Angelo). George Bomar introduced a permit renewal 
application from the West Texas Weather Modification Association, based in San Angelo, stating 
the Association was in the process of publishing its Notice of Intention after having submitted a 
completed application, proof of insurability and a detailed Operations Plan.  Based on the merits 
of the proposed operation, it was recommended by the Committee that a permit renewal be issued 
once the publication process was concluded.  Committee member, James Nance, seconded by 
Aurora Farthing, made a motion to recommend issuance of a new weather modification permit.  
The motion passed by unanimous vote. 

 
Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item K., Consideration and possible 

recommendation on an application for a new weather modification permit:  Trans-Pecos Weather 
Modification Association (Pecos).  A new permit application from the Trans-Pecos Weather 
Modification Association consolidated two existing rain-enhancement permits held by the group 



based in Barstow, according to Mr. Bomar.  He reported that, in response to the published Notice 
of Intention, several letters had been received from residents and landowners in Hudspeth County, 
requesting TDLR not issue a permit for a variety of reasons.  Mr. Funke stated Hudspeth County 
has not been seeded in recent years and suggested a new permit might delete the county from a 
newly-designated “target” area.  Mr. Bomar stated more requests for a public meeting were needed 
for TDLR to conduct the meeting in the region.  Based on the merits of the proposed operation, 
the Committee voted without dissent to recommend TDLR issue a new permit—in the absence of 
a required public meeting.  Mr. Bomar said if a public meeting became necessary, the outcome of 
that meeting would be provided the Committee prior to the issuance of the permit.   Committee 
member, Gary Foster seconded by Aurora Farthing made a motion to recommend approval of a 
new weather modification permit. Motion passed by unanimous vote. 
 

Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item L, Recommendations for agenda 
items for next Committee meeting: Consideration of the amount of liability insurance required of 
an applicant for a weather modification permit; a review of a possible change in TDLR rules 
regarding the filing of quarterly, rather than monthly, reports; and an anticipated application of a 
renewal of a permit for cloud seeding in the Rolling Plains region of Texas. 

Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item M., Discussion of date, time, and 
location of the next Committee meeting.  The next Committee meeting date was set for Thursday, 
June 7, 2018 at 10:00 a.m. 

Presiding Officer, Frank Reilly, moved to agenda item N., Adjournment.  The meeting was 
adjourned at 11:15 a.m. 

 
___________________________________ 
Frank Reilly, Presiding Officer 
Weather Modification Advisory Committee 
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ANNUAL EVALUATION REPORT 2017                     State of Texas 
   
 
Dr. Arquímedes Ruiz Columbié                                             
Active Influence & Scientific Management                                       
 
 
Cloud seeding operations 2017 began over the Texas Weather Modification Target Area 
in March (March 21st, first operational day for the WTWMA target area) .  This annual 
report is a compilation of the evaluation reports already made and published for four local 
projects: Panhandle, WTWMA, TPWMA, and STWMA target areas (EAA target area is 
included in the last one).  A total of 365 clouds were seeded and identified by TITAN in 
91 target area operational days.  Table 1 summarizes the general figures: 
 
 
Table 1: Generalities 
 
First evaluated operational day: March 21st, 2017 (WTWMA) 
Last operational day: October 3rd, 2017 (STWMA)                Season: 197 days 
 
Net Number of operational days: 91  
Most active period: May to September:  86        ~ 95 % of the operational days,  
Less active month:                  October:    1         ~  1 % of the operational days 
 
 
 
 
According to the daily reports, operational days were qualified as:  
 
Sixty-three with excellent performance 
Twenty with very good performance 
Eight with good performance 
 
 
 
Number of seeded clouds: 365 
(265 small seeded clouds, 69 large seeded clouds, 31 type B seeded clouds) 
 
 
 
Missed Opportunities: none (with lifespan longer than 1 hour) 
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Small Clouds 
 
Table 2 shows the average results from the classic TITAN evaluations for the 179 small 
seeded clouds which obtained proper control clouds. 
 
Table 2:  Seeded Sample versus Control Sample (265 couples, averages) 
 
Variable        Seeded Sample      Control Sample     Simple Ratio    Increases (%) 
 
Lifetime              65.0 min                41.3 min                 1.57                   57 (42) 
 
Area                   66.6 km 2               43.0 km 2                 1.55                   55 (38) 
 
Volume              204.5 km 3             128.4 km 3                1.59                   59 (41) 
 
Top Height              8.1 km               7.6 km                   1.07                     7 (3) 
 
Max dBz                  51.9                   50.7                        1.02                    2 (2) 
 
Top Height 
of max dBz              3.6 km                3.6 km                  1.00                    0 (0) 
 
Volume  

Above 6 km           42.3 km 3              24.0 km 3               1.76                   76 (39) 
 

Prec.Flux             497.0 m 3 /s            296.3 m 3 /s             1.68                   68 (41) 
 
Prec.Mass           2213.3 kton            919.9 kton              2.41                141 (120)  
 
CloudMass          173.4 kton            105.3 kton                1.65                  65 (42)  
 
        η                       12.8                        8.7                      1.47                 47 (54) 
 
 
Bold values in parentheses are modeled values, whereas η is defined as the quotient of 
Precipitation Mass divided by Cloud Mass, and is interpreted as efficiency.  A total of 1943 
AgI and 83 hygroscopic flares were used in this sub-sample with an excellent timing (94 
%), for an effective AgI dose of about 50 ice-nuclei per liter, which might have reached 
slightly higher levels in some individual cells.  An excellent increase of 120 % in 
precipitation mass together with an increase of 42 % in cloud mass illustrates that the 
seeded clouds grew at expenses of the environmental moisture (they are open systems) and 
used only a fraction of this moisture for their own maintenance.  The increases in lifetime 
(42 %), area (38 %), volume (41 %), volume above 6 km (39 %), and precipitation flux (41 
%) are notable.  There were slight increases in maximum reflectivity (2 %), and in top 
height (3 %).  The seeded sub-sample seemed 54 % more efficient than the control sub-
sample.  Results are evaluated as excellent for this sub-sample. 
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An increase of 120 % in precipitation mass for a control value of 919.9 kton in 265 cases 
means: 
 
∆ 1  = 265 x 1.20 x 919.9 kton ≈ 292 528 kton ≈ 237 240 ac-f              
                                                                          (mean layer: 16.6 mm ≈ 0.65 in) 
 
Large Clouds 
 
The sub-sample of 69 large seeded clouds received a synergetic analysis.  On average the 
seeding operations on these large clouds affected 80 % of their whole volume, with a 
perfect timing (100 % of the material went to the clouds in their first half-lifetime).  A total 
of 1457 AgI and 122 hygroscopic flares were used in this sub-sample for an effective 
silver iodide average dose near 90 ice-nuclei per liter. 
 
Also on average, large clouds were 24 minutes old when the operations took place; the 
operation lasted about 37 minutes, and the large seeded clouds lived 250 minutes  
(4 hours and 10 minutes).  
 
Table 3 shows the corresponding results: 
 
Table 3:  Large Seeded Sample versus Virtual Control Sample (69 couples, averages) 
 
Variable        Seeded Sample      Control Sample     Simple Ratio    Increases (%) 
 
Lifetime                250 min              200 min                   1.25                     25  
 
Area                   1199 km 2             974 km 2                  1.23                     23  
 
Volume              5165 km 3            4127 km 3                  1.25                     25  
 
Volume  

Above 6 km        1917 km 3           1539 km 3                  1.25                     25  
 

Prec.Flux           12 996 m 3 /s        9 581 m 3 /s               1.36                      36  
 
Prec.Mass         86 912 kton         57 537 kton               1.51                     51  
 
 
An increase of 51 % in precipitation mass for a control value of 57 537 kton in 69 cases 
implies: 
 
 
∆ 2  = 69 x 0.51 x 57 537 kton ≈ 2 024 727 kton ≈ 1 642 054 ac-f      
                                                                                (mean layer: 24.5 mm ≈ 0.96 in) 
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Type B Clouds                   
  
 
The sub-sample of 31 type B seeded clouds also received a synergetic analysis.  
 
In average the seeding operations on these type B clouds affected 23 % of their whole 
volume with a quasi-excellent timing (87 % of the material went to the clouds in their first 
half-lifetime).  A total of 306 AgI and 36 hygroscopic flares were used in this sub-sample 
for an effective silver iodide average dose of about 105 ice-nuclei per liter.  
 
Also on average, type B clouds were 110 minutes old when the operations took place; the 
operation lasted about 33 minutes, and the type B seeded clouds lived 300 minutes (5 hours)  
 
Table 4 shows the results: 
 
Table 4: Type B Seeded Sample versus Virtual Control Sample (31 couples, averages) 
 
 
Variable        Seeded Sample      Control Sample     Simple Ratio    Increases (%) 
 
Lifetime                300 min              287 min                   1.04                     4  
 
Area                   1705 km 2           1612 km 2                  1.06                     6  
 
Volume               8107 km 3           7631 km 3                  1.06                     6  
 
Volume  

Above 6 km         2170 km 3          2049 km 3                 1.06                    6  
 

Prec.Flux           12 244 m 3 /s        11 442 m 3 /s             1.07                    7  
 
Prec.Mass        103 995 kton         94 276 kton              1.10                   10  
 
 
An increase of 10 % in precipitation mass for a control value of 94 276 kton in 31 cases 
implies: 
 
∆ 3  = 31 x 0.10 x 94 276 kton ≈ 292 256 kton ≈ 237 020 ac-f            
                                                                                              (mean layer: 5.3 mm ≈ 0.17 in) 
 
 
The total increase:  ∆ =∆ 1+ ∆ 2 + ∆ 3  = 2 116 313 ac-f ≈ 2.12 millions ac-f 
 
   (~ 895 ac-f per small storm; ~ 23 798 ac-f per large storm; ~ 7 646 per B storms) 
Micro-regionalization 
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Increases in precipitation mass were analyzed county by county in an attempt to better 
describe the performance and corresponding results.  Table 5 below offers the details: 
 
 
Table 5:  Results per county  
 
Panhandle Ground Water Conservation District Program 
 
 
County          Initial         Extended      Acre-feet      Inches           Rain gage            %                   
                               seeding                  (increase)    (increase)    (season value) (increase)        
 
 
Armstrong      3                   4              48 400           0.98               18.60 in            5.3 
 
Carson            2                   3              95 500           2.92               19.09 in          15.3 
 
Donley             3                  6              29 800           0.60               21.27 in            2.8 
 
Gray                3                  7              86 800           1.80               19.44 in            9.3  
 
Potter              4                  4              92 300           1.90               26.49 in            7.2      
 
Roberts           2                  5              19 700           0.40               17.49 in            2.3 
 
Wheeler          2                  4              38 900           0.81               23.81 in            3.4           
 
Outside                                5              53 800 
 
Total               19               38             465 200  (~12 % outside the target area) 
 
 
Average (only for the bold values)                          1.34 in            20.88 in          6.5 % 
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West Texas Weather Modification Association Program 
 
 
County          Initial         Extended      Acre-feet      Inches           Rain                  %                 
                               Seeding                (increase)     (increase)     (season value)  (increase)        
 
Sterling           18                 20          133 400            1.67           16.10 in          10.4 %      
 
Reagan           10                 15             85 500           1.35            12.00 in          11.3 %       
 
Irion               17                 21           124 300           2.21            14.77 in          15.0 %         
 
Tom Green    10                 18             97 500           2.39            13.42 in          17.8 %          
 
Crocket           6                   9              78 300           0.52            11.20 in            4.6 % 
 
Schleicher      11                 13             93 000           1.33            14.77 in            9.0 %           
 
Sutton             9                  10             34 300           0.45            14.22 in            3.2 %           
 
Outside TA                                      ~   7 600         (~ 1.2 % of the total amount) 
  
 
 
 
Total           73            109         653 900 ac-f  
 
Average (only for the bold values)                         1.42          13.78 in         10.3 % 
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South Texas Weather Modification Association Program 
 
County          Initial         Extended      Acre-feet      Inches          Rain Gage          %              
                              Seeding                  (increase)     (increase)     (season value)  (increase)        
 
Uvalde              33                 39            83 100           0.97               16.33 in         5.9 
 
Bandera           14                 15            51 500           1.42               17.05 in         8.3 
 
Medina            40                 52          106 500           1.39               13.51 in         10.3 
 
Bexar                7                   9             21 800            0.33              12.14 in          2.7 
 
Frío                  20                 28            73 900            1.27              15.37 in          8.3 
 
Atascosa          42                 49          154 100            2.32              11.84 in        19.6 
 
McMullen       18                 20            47 500            0.80              11.30 in         7.1 
 
Wilson             23                26             86 300            2.03              14.15 in        14.3 
 
Karnes            19                21             76 600            1.93              15.79 in         12.2 
 
Bee                  25                26           108 500            2.31              16.78 in         13.8 
 
 
Outside             9                 10           45 500  (~ 5 % of total)  
 
Total              250              295         809 800   
 
Average                                                                     1.48               14.42 in         10.3 % 
 
Seasonal precipitation values do not include rainfall associated with Hurricane 
Harvey (August 24 - 28) 
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Trans-Pecos Weather Modification Association 
 
County          Initial         Extended      Acre-feet      Inches          Rain Gage          %              
                              Seeding                  (increase)     (increase)     (season value)  (increase)        
 
 
Culberson            1                  3                12 500            0.05           10.52            0.5 %                                    
 
Reeves                13                 15               67 300            0.47            6.12             7.7 %        
 
Pecos                   5                   8                48 600            0.20            7.94             2.5 %                          
 
Ward                  3                   5                  6 900            0.16            9.35             1.7 %             
 
Loving                1                   3                  5 200            0.14            9.22*            1.5 %         
                                                                                                                      (*) interpolated value  
 
Outside                                                       1 000  (~ 1 % of the total increase) 
(downwind effect over Winkler, Ector and Crane Counties) 
 
Total             23              34           141 500          
Averages                                                            0.20 in     8.63 in       2.8 %          
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Table 6: Synoptic Summary  
 
 
Program                 Initial         Extended      Acre-feet      Increase       Season Rain      %                   
                                      seeding                     increase       in inches          in inches 
 
PGCD                      19                  38           465 200         1.34 in            20.88 in       6.5 
 
 
WTWMA                73                109           653 900         1.42 in            13.78 in      10.3 
 
 
STWMA                250                295          809 800          1.48 in            14.42 in      10.3 
 
 
TPWMA                 23                  34           141 500          0.20 in             8.63 in       2.8 
 
 
 
Totals                     365                476      2 070 400 ac-f 
 
Averages                                                                            1.11 in            14.43 in     7.7 %     
 
 
Outside the target areas (downwind effect): 107 900 ac-f (~ 5 % of the total increase)    
 
 
Total amount of flares used: 3706 (AgI)  plus  241 (Hygroscopic)  
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Final Comments 
 
 
1) Results are evaluated as excellent (no miss-opportunities, 95 % average timing, 60 in/l 
average glaciogenic dose).   
  
 
 
2) The micro-regionalization analysis showed increases per county; the average increase 
in precipitation, referred to an average seasonal value, was about 7.7 %; a total increase 
of about 2.1 million acre-feet should be considered as a great help to fresh water natural 
resources. 
 
 

 
3) Radar estimations of precipitation should be considered as measurements of trend.     
Nevertheless, seeding operations improved the dynamics of seeded clouds. 
 
 
 
4) During the 2017 cloud resources in Texas were less numerous than in previous years. 
After almost two decades of scientific management, it is now clear that there seem to exist 
inter-annual and inter-decadal variations of convective resources.  Those distinctions 
among years and even decades should be considered for the proper operational plans in 
each local project.  Any seedable condition should be taken.  Additionally, hygroscopic 
seeding should be used to its full potentialities.     
 



2017 Cloud Seeding Analysis Report - Rolling Plains Project 

1.0 Introduction 

The 2017 Rolling Plains Texas cloud seeding operations began the 10th of May and concluded on the 31st 
of August which targeted Haskell, Fisher, Jones, Nolan, and Mitchell Counties.  These operations were 
assessed using the Thunderstorm Identification, Tracking, Analysis and Nowcasting (TITAN) algorithm 
where TITAN's main functions were used for data ingest and display of all cloud seeding operations.  In 
addition, several statistical packages, mainly R, were used for all analyses. 

In the 2017 analysis all seeded clouds were screened for data quality, lifecycle, lifetime, seeding mode 
and time of seeding. In order to fit time constraints and strict data criteria, a total of seven clouds were 
identified as suitable candidates for analysis in the months of May through August.  In these months, 
there were a total of twenty-eight operational days where the convection would either begin within the 
target area, or drift into the region from the western/southwestern/northern border. This analysis will 
continue to build on the qualified cases in 2015, to continue to accumulate cases with the most stringent 
criteria for high data quality. 

First evaluation operational day: May 10th, 2017 

Last evaluation operational day: August 31st, 2017 

Number of operational days during the evaluated period: 28 

Total number of analyzed missions: 7 in 2017; total of 29 cases since 2015. 

Result: The main result of the analysis shows that there was a 55% to 74% increase in the precipitation 
rate twenty minutes after the initial time of seeding in the Rolling Plains. 

2.0 Methods 

Seeding cases were identified for analysis using specified criteria. All cloud track identification numbers 
(Cloud I.D.’s) were extracted for all seeded clouds from TITAN.  The information provided by TITAN 
included volume, precipitation, and duration of the convective cloud radar echoes.  Once this information 
was obtained, the seeded cloud information was divided into two time categories: before seeding and after 
seeding.   This technique allowed for the precipitation measurement before the cloud was seeded to be the 
control case, and compare precipitation measurement differences after seeding occurred.  The data was 
then further isolated into three main TITAN output parameters for comparison: 

• Cloud volume 
• Precipitation mass 
• Precipitation rate   

The four main steps for analyzing the volume and precipitation outputs were: 

• Plotting the volume and precipitation mass of the cloud to determine the convective lifecycle 
stage at time of seeding. 



• Isolating the normalized precipitation rate values, which are separated by the two time 
categories; before and after seeding, which would determine the impacts of seeding missions on 
the precipitation rate totals. 

• Aggregating precipitation rate to eliminate error associated with small datasets for 2015, 2016, 
and 2017 Rolling Plains operations. 

• Plotting the precipitation rates to observe sharp precipitation increases. 
 

It was significant to analyze the volume and mass of a seeded cloud to have a better understanding of 
possible impacts by cloud seeding.  It allows for a visual representation of the convective lifecycle 
indicated by an increasing or decreasing volume and precipitation mass.  A strong level of importance 
was placed on these timelines because there are three stages of growth which a convective cell 
experiences during its life cycle. 

• Cumulus: Often referred to as the developing stage of a cloud.  This stage is characterized by a 
pronounced updraft resulting in cell growth.  Volume and precipitation mass will have a positive 
slope in the data series. 

• Mature: Once the updraft is properly established, precipitation begins to fall resulting in a defined 
downdraft. The cloud system begins to reach its peak growth.  Volume and precipitation mass 
reach their peak in the data series. 

• Dissipating: As the storm becomes dominated by the downdraft, the system weakens and loses its 
volume.  Volume and precipitation mass at this point will have a negative slope in the data series. 

Cloud seeding operations were only analyzed if the volume output indicated seeding occurred before peak 
growth.  It is important to note that these classifications were taken at the first instance of seeding.  If the 
storm was seeded more than once, no further considerations were taken for the additional seeding events 
since the system as a whole was already under the effects of the first seeding.   

An analysis of the difference in precipitation rate before and after seeding is essential to a cloud seeding 
evaluation.  If the difference in precipitation shows a positive value, then it is likely that an increase in the 
precipitation rate (in millimeters per hour) has occurred after the cloud has been seeded, resulting in more 
rain for the area of interest.  The main method to determining these differences were with the percent 
change equation. 

% Change = (R2 – R1) / R1  

Percent changes are calculated by taking the difference between a resultant and initial value i.e. 
precipitation rate averages after (R2) and before (R1) cloud seeding and dividing by the initial value (R1).  
The result is a percentage value on how much change in precipitation a seeded system produced over the 
average precipitation rate.  This allows for the clear indication if seeding the system produced more 
precipitation than before the cell was seeded.  In the instance where clouds produced more precipitation 
before they were seeded, rather than after the seeding mission, the resultant percent change value would 
be a negative value. To calculate the percent change, the average precipitation rate before (R1) and after 
(R2) seeding was used. 



On all standard volume and precipitation rate plots, there are two vertical lines labeled “time seeded” and 
“time seeded +(x) minutes”.  These vertical lines indicated the exact moment of seeding and the estimated 
time when the seed becomes activated.  When the seed is released from the aircraft, there is a time delay 
as it travels the updraft of a cell positioning itself into the perfect position to seed the cloud.  In this study 
this time is referred to as time seeded +(x) minutes, seed activated, or simply active.  Unfortunately, the 
time period from when a seed is released to when it becomes activated requires knowledge of the 
convective complex updraft speeds, 3D profile of the cloud structure, and the exact altitude the aircraft 
released the seed.  Because not all of this information is known for all cases during the analysis period, 
maximum time estimates are used.  Maximum (max) time estimates for the flares to travel vertically 
along the updraft are as follows: 

• Cloud was seeded with a hygroscopic flare: potential max time was ten minutes.   
• Cloud was seeded with a glaciogenic flare: potential max time was fifteen minutes 

 

Lastly, additional plots were created by combining the precipitation rate values before and after seeding, 
and then analyzing the dataset throughout the whole lifecycle of a seeded cell.  This was done to observe 
short-duration precipitation increases (spikes) when the flares become active within the storm.  Using this 
technique, localized increases to rainfall would become much more apparent within the target area, 
instead of attempting to detect a steady increase in precipitation throughout the lifecycle.   

2.0a Limiting factors in the 2017 dataset 

There were several factors that could reject a seeded cell for analysis.  In order to subjectively analyze the 
benefits of cloud seeding, these three standards were implemented to strengthen the analysis. Seeding 
cases were identified for analysis if 

1. Complete datasets were recorded in the TITAN output. 
a. Complete radar scans occur once every five to ten minutes on average.  However, 

technical issues can arise that can cause longer time gaps (i.e. greater than ten minutes) 
in datasets.  If the time periods in between scans were greater than thirty-five minutes, 
these datasets were determined to be incomplete and discarded for analysis. 

2. The volume output indicated the cell was seeded before peak growth. 
a. Clouds are determined to be seedable if there is sufficient time to grow seeding-induced 

precipitation particles that can reach the ground.  However, this criterion is difficult to 



apply practically due to lack of data.  Therefore, rare instances occur where a cloud is 
seeded in the dissipating stage of its life cycle and would receive little benefit from 
cloud seeding.   In the event that clouds were seeded in the dissipating life cycle and did 
not have sufficient time to grow, they were rejected for analysis.   

 
3. Dyess Air Force Base radar (KDYX) was operational. 

a. During the 2017 Rolling Plains project, there were several operational days (including 
most of June and August), where seeding operations commenced and the Dyess radar 
was down for maintenance.  In order to continue operations on those days, the SOAR 
team used surrounding radar to complete these missions.  While this strategy is sensible 
for cloud seeding missions, it is not advisable for analysis efforts.  Due to the angle at 
which the radars scan, clouds further away from the radar are being measured at a 
higher altitude compared to clouds that are much closer.  Since precipitation totals are 
radar estimates, radars further away from the target area could potentially give different 
information.  Therefore, KDYX was used as the standard for all analysis efforts to 
maintain consistency within the dataset.  All days the KDYX radar was down for 
maintenance were rejected for analysis. 

Once these definitions were defined and used for all May through August operations, a total of seven 
cases were identified.  Date and track I.D. are listed on table 2.1. 

Date Seeded Cloud ID Type 

May 19th  1014/1015 Cumulus 

May 23rd  1782/1890 Cumulus 

May 31st  1382/1399 Cumulus 

July 9th  1242/1385 Cumulus 

July 16th  2237/2298 Cumulus 

July 29th 194/298 Cumulus 

August 12th 744/1434 Cumulus 

Table 2.1 Seeding cloud I.D.’s ordered by date (year month day) 

3.0 Results 

To determine the effects on cloud seeding, individual “cloud-by-cloud” case studies were plotted and 
examined to visualize the convective cycles and observe any precipitation spikes that have occurred 
during the times of seeding.  It is important to note that the time seeded denotes the first flare that was 
ignited within the cloud, and does not take into consideration that multiple flares were used within each 
seeding mission.  Figures 3.1.1a and 3.1.1b illustrate the growth of the cloud, visualized by the volume, 
precipitation mass, time of seeding, and time it takes for seed to become active.  Using visual 
representations, the convective complexes were easily identified as seeded before the peak of cloud 
growth and subsequently in the cumulus stage.   



 

Figure 3.1.1a Cloud seeding volume and precipitation mass (precipitation flux) seeded before peak development.  Dates of operations in order: 
May 19th, May 23rd, May 31st, and July 9th.  Red vertical line indicates time of seeding. Green indicates the possible moment when seed is fully 
activated. 



 

Figure 3.1.1b Cloud seeding volume and precipitation mass (precipitation flux) seeded before peak development.  Dates of operations in order: 
July 16th, July 29th, and August 12th.  Red vertical line indicates time of seeding. Green indicates the possible moment when seed is fully 
activated. 

In Figure 3.1.2, seeded clouds were observed for precipitation spikes within the specified time delay.  
Cloud I.D.’s 1014/1015, 1782/1890, 1245/1385, and 194/298 exhibited sharp increase in precipitation 
(spikes).  In these cells, this spike was observed shortly after the time delay max and after the flare had 
become active within the convective complex.  Similarly, cloud I.D.’s 1382/1399 and 2237/2298 show 
those same spikes, but while the seed is still becoming active.  These sharp increases are denoted by the 
orange arrow on each chart.  These spikes are evidence of isolated heavier rain events that occurred over 
the target area, which may have been enhanced by seeding missions based on their timing. 

 

 



 

Figure 3.1.2 Cloud seeding precipitation rate seeded before peak development.  Orange arrows indicate the sharp increase in precipitation due to 
interactions with the seeding flares.  Dates of operations in order: May 19th, May 23rd, May 31st, July 9th, July 16th, July 29th, and August 12th 



Table 3.1.3 shows the average volume, precipitation flux (precipitation mass), precipitation rate, and 
calculated percent change between the instances of before and after seeding. These values are normalized 
by equal points before and after seeding, which allowed for the true representation for average values. 
After these values were computed, percent changes indicated an increase in cloud growth (volume) and 
precipitation mass across all seven cases.  On average, the seeded clouds underwent changes after times 
of seeding.  In order to have a better numerical representation of precipitation rates and volumes, the 
following percentages are calculated using the median value. 

• 92% increase to volume after the clouds were seeded 
• 96% increase to precipitation mass after the clouds were seeded 
• 28% increase to precipitation rate after the clouds were seeded 

Date & 
Track 

Seed Status Average PrecipMass Average PrecipRate Average Volume PrecipMass 
% Change 

PrecipRate 
% Change 

Volume 
% Change 

May 19th  
1014/1015 

Before 18742.01818 44.56113636 9877.210909 109.50% 6.51% 92.03% 

 
After 39264.26364 47.46335455 18966.80909 

   
May 23rd  
1782/1890 

Before 904.2796667 8.833841667 699.258 56.43% 1.70% 41.03% 

 
After 1414.581667 8.983596667 986.1321667 

   
May 31st  
1382/1399 

Before 940.4108 37.8922 407.86882 61.51% 3.52% 91.68% 

 
After 1518.86 39.22782 781.8188 

   
July 9th 
1245/1340 

Before 13357.75 20.01375 8065 91.96% 28.44% 89.24% 

 
After 25641.655 25.7065 15262.185 

   
July 16th 
2237/2298 

Before 79.97278571 9.172117143 96.36837143 1739.51% 172.60% 1181.24% 

 
After 1471.105857 25.00321429 1234.705857 

   
July 29th 
194/298 

Before 696.56104 32.7462 365.34376 381.71% 37.61% 443.97% 

 
After 3355.388 45.06044 1987.3688 

   
August 12th 
744/1434 

Before 6470.391429 9.264238571 8924.825714 95.91% 49.10% 69.47% 

 
After 12676.23571 13.81344286 15124.81429 

   
Table 3.1.3 Average precipitation flux (precipitation mass), precipitation rate, volume, and percent change between time segments prior to and 
after seeding. 

4.0 Aggregate data 

Aggregation is a process by which all data series are combined to form one superset. It is often difficult to 
determine the effects of seeding missions on a “cloud-by-cloud” basis.  In these complex situations, a 
large number of events must be analyzed in order to gain statistical significance.  This requires a total of 
thirty independent cases to separate the natural variability in cloud behavior.  For this study, precipitation 
rates from the 2015, 2016, and 2017 projects were aggregated together to increase the number of 



independent cases, which are normalized from zero to one.  By normalizing, all storms are examined by 
the relative increase to precipitation rather than the magnitude of the increase. This allows for a fair 
comparison across all cases so that a system which produced a 30 mm/hr rain rate does not outweigh the 
results of a system that only rained 9 mm/hr.  Furthermore, to increase confidence in the precipitation 
spikes method used in section 3.0, these cases were limited to plus or minus twenty minutes from the time 
of seeding, where time was rounded to every fifth integer.  Therefore, any time value lower than twenty-
three minutes was included in the aggregation process. The extra three minutes after twenty accounts for 
variability in radar scan timing. 

Characteristics of this plot are defined as: 

• The 1st quartile is the middle number between the minimum value and the median. 
• Median indicates the middle value in a set, and is ideal over mean for statistical analysis since it 

ignores outliers. 
• The 3rd quartile is the middle number between the max value and the median. 
• Negative Time Seeded values, on the x-axis, are times before seeding. 
• Zero, on the x-axis, are the exact time of seeding. 
• Positive Time Seed values, on the x-axis, are times after seeding. 

When comparing both precipitation rates for times before and after seeding, several interesting features 
begin to stand out.  In Figure 4.1, the linear regression line for the precipitation rate indicates a positive 
slope (i.e., towards an increase after seeding).  This linear regression line supports the conclusion that 
there is an increase in precipitation after the clouds were seeded. 

Furthermore, Table 4.2 indicates a greater than 55% increase in the precipitation rates across all 
quartile ranges.  When aggregating all the data together there was a distinct precipitation increase after 
the clouds were seeded. 

 

Figure 4.1 Scatter plot of aggregated precipitation rate for all cases, and normalized from 0 to 1. 

 



 

 

 

 

Date & Track  Seed Status  Quartile  Number of 
PrecipRate Value 
Above Threshold  

PrecipRate 
%Change  

All  Before Seeding  1st Quartile  55 55% 

All  After Seeding  1st Quartile  85 
 

All  Before Seeding  Median  34 74%  

All  After Seeding  Median  59 
 

All  Before Seeding  3rd Quartile  18 61%  

All  After Seeding  3rd Quartile  29 
 

Table 5.2 Scatter plot quartile values and % change of the normalized precipitation rate for all cloud seeding cases from 2015, 2016, and 2017 
Rolling Plains cloud seeding project.  

5.0 Conclusions 

This analysis employs different methods of evaluation and techniques to address the question “Did cloud 
seeding in the Rolling Plains produce any measurable results?” 

There was a large amount of positive correlation with precipitation rates and cloud seeding effects in six 
out of seven cases. During the cumulus stage of development, there were a total of six successful missions 
where cloud seeding showed a spike in precipitation rates shortly after times of seeding.  These resulted in 
an eighty-six percent estimated success rate within these mission types.  

The strength of the analysis is in the aggregation over multiple seasons. Precipitation rate data for all twenty-
nine cases, for Rolling Plains from 2015 through 2017, were normalized and analyzed as a time series 
relative to seeding. In this analysis, precipitation values showed high increases above the standard threshold 
when comparing times before and after seeding.  The main result of the aggregation shows that 55% to 
74% increases in the precipitation rate are evident across all quartile ranges. 

This report concludes that there were obvious benefits to cloud seeding when all twenty-nine cases are 
considered as a whole dataset.  When aggregating all the data together there was a distinct precipitation 
increase after the clouds were seeded.  However, this still falls below the standard of thirty independent 
cases.  Multiple clouds seeded within a single day cannot be considered independent of each other and 
therefore do not form part of this analysis.  As a result, more seeding missions on different days are required 
to gain statistical significance.   

Unfortunately, there is still some uncertainty that arises due to limited data associated with the time 
intervals produced by radar data feeds and the low amount of seeding cases.  The precipitation spike case 
study method was devised to help combat these uncertainties. Because these analysis efforts are 



constantly evolving, further verification is required to determine the success of cloud seeding missions at 
a higher level of significance.   
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April 16, 2018 
 
Ms. Robin Hernandez 
Trans-Pecos Weather Modification Association 
420 Mackey 
Barstow, Texas 79719 
 
Re:   Application for a Texas Weather Modification (Rain-Enhancement) Permit (No. 18-2) 
 
Dear Ms. Hernandez: 
 
A new four-year Texas weather modification permit (5-pages, enclosed) is issued by the Department. 
The permit is for rain-enhancement activities within a target area defined, and noticed in area 
newspapers, by the Association.  The permit is effective immediately, with a termination date of 
April 15, 2022.  A permit certificate, for public display if you desire, is also enclosed. 
 

Please recall that your new permit remains valid for its entire four-year duration as long as the 
Association (1) maintains a valid Texas weather-modification license, to be issued annually (before 
September 1) by TDLR; (2) maintains adequate insurance coverage or be able to provide other 
sufficient evidence of the ability of the Association to respond in damages for liability, and (3) 
operates in each of the years for which this permit (18-2) is issued.  In the event the Association 
enters into any contract for weather modification services, you will need to provide TDLR with a 
copy of the contract. 
 

Your Texas weather modification license for fiscal year 2018 will expire on August 31, 2018 and must 
be renewed to maintain the validity of the permit. 
 

The Operations Plan, as previously submitted as part of your application, becomes a part of this 
permit.  Please pay particular attention to the permit’s suspension criteria.  Once the Association has 
in its employ a pilot for the 2018 seeding season, you must provide TDLR with a list of names, 
addresses, and phone numbers of all personnel involved with daily weather modification operations. 
 

Remember that any changes in the list of persons involved with the on-site operation of your rain-
enhancement program should be reported to TDLR.  Please let me know if you have any questions 
about the enclosed permit. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
George W. Bomar, M. Sc.  
State Meteorologist and 
     Weather Modification Program Specialist 
Office of Innovation 
 

Enclosures (7)  
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TEXAS WEATHER MODIFICATION PERMIT NUMBER 
18-2 

 
 

Issued to 
 
 

TRANS-PECOS WEATHER MODIFICATION ASSOCIATION 
420 S. Mackey 

Barstow, Texas 79719 
 

by  
 

The Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation 
Austin, Texas 

 
 

 On this, the 16th day of April 2018, the Texas Department of Licensing 
and Regulation (TDLR) acted upon the application, by the Trans-Pecos Weather 
Modification Association (Association), for a Texas weather modification permit 
pursuant to 16 TAC, Chapter 79, the Administrative Rules of the Texas 
Department of Licensing and Regulation. 
 
 The purpose of the weather modification operation is to increase rainfall 
within a specified target area of the Association.  
 
 After due consideration, the TDLR finds that the statutory requirements 
for a weather modification permit have been met, and that the weather 
modification operation, as proposed, will not significantly dissipate the clouds 
nor prevent their natural course of developing rain in the area where the 
operation is to be conducted to the material detriment of persons or property in 
that area.  The statutory requirements are that the applicant (Association): (1)  
have in its possession a valid Texas weather modification license, (2) pay the 
permit fee, (3) publish the Notice of Intention to Conduct Weather Modification 
Operations in the State of Texas in the applicable newspaper(s) and submit 
proof of publication(s) as required, and (4) provide proof of financial 
responsibility. 
 
 Subsequent to submitting, on January 17, 2018, an application for a 
new, 4-year permit, the Association requested in writing that Hudspeth County  
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be removed from its proposed target and operational areas.  Hudspeth County 
had been in the Association’s previous rain-enhancement permit (14-4), which  
expired on March 13, 2018.  Additionally, nearly 50 individuals, residing within 
or owning property in Hudspeth County, responded to the Association’s 
published “Notice of Intention to Conduct Weather Modification Operations in 
the State of Texas,” requesting a public meeting and/or expressing opposition 
to cloud seeding in Hudspeth County.  Accordingly, this permit defines both 
target and operational areas in ways that exclude Hudspeth County. 
 
 Weather Modification Permit (No. 18-2) is hereby issued to the 
Association, subject to the following terms and conditions: 
 
 Operator(s).  The authorized operator of the permitted weather 
modification activity is the Association, which is based in Barstow, Texas.   The 
Association may use its employees, equipment, and resources to carry out 
planned cloud-seeding activities, or it may contract for the needed services.   In 
the event contract services are secured for the weather modification activity, 
the Association must provide TDLR with a copy of the contract(s). 
 
 Period.   The period of this permit begins on April 16, 2018 and extends 
for four full years, or through April 15, 2022.   The permit shall remain valid 
for so long as the Association maintains a current weather modification license 
and continues to conduct weather modification activities in successive years. 
 

Insurability.    The Association is required to maintain continuous 
and adequate insurance coverage—or be able to provide other financial 
evidence that demonstrates that the program has the ability to respond in 
damages for liability which might reasonably result from the operation for 
which the permit has been granted. 
 
 License.   The Association must maintain a valid Texas weather 
modification license to operate this project.  The day-to-day operation of the 
project must be directed only by the individual, or individuals, on the license 
and whose credentials have been evaluated and approved by the TDLR. 
 
 Operational Area.   The weather modification operation is to be carried 
out in both an operational area and a target area, to cause the intended effects 
to occur only in the target area.  The operational area consists of the target 
area (defined below). 
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 Target Area.    The area to be affected by the proposed weather 
modification operation is the target area.   The target area consists of the  
following counties, or parts of these counties:  Culberson, Loving, Jeff Davis, 
Pecos, Reeves and Ward. 
 
 Plan for Weather Modification Operations.   The plan for conducting 
cloud-seeding operations (the Operations Plan), prepared by the Association 
and submitted as part of its permit application, is incorporated in this permit. 
 
 Suspension Criteria.    Because some cloud systems possess the 
potential to generate large, damaging hail, in addition to rainfall in amounts 
and rates that can translate into damaging flash floods and other deleterious 
by-products such as damaging winds, cloud seeding is not to be attempted in 
the immediate area of: 
 

• A thunderstorm cell that has attained severe status (as determined by 
the National Weather Service); 

 
• A developing thunderstorm cell determined, by the project meteorologist, 

to have a reasonable potential to become imminently severe, or 
otherwise, in a mature, steady state, a condition in which seeding might 
be perceived as inhibiting the storm’s natural production of rainfall; 

 
• A thunderstorm cell that poses a threat to aircraft (from severe 

turbulence, strong wind shear, severe icing conditions, or intense 
updrafts and downdrafts).  The pilot in command has authority to 
determine under what circumstances seeding operations may, or may 
not, continue safely. 

 
• A thunderstorm for which the National Weather Service has issued a 

“Severe Thunderstorm Warning,” whether the cell is within either the 
“target” or “operational” area (buffer).  If seeding is already in progress 
when a severe thunderstorm warning is issued—and large, damaging hail 
and/or damaging winds are specifically identified as the cause of the 
warning—the cell (or cells) thought responsible for the warning will be 
identified by the project meteorologist, and project aircraft will be 
vectored away from the cell(s).   In the event there is uncertainty as to 
which cell in a thunderstorm complex has warranted the warning, all  
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seeding operations are to cease within the boundaries of the area being 
warned.  Otherwise, seeding of other, nearby cloud complexes may be  
performed, or continued, even within the same county for which the 
severe thunderstorm warning has been issued. 

 
• A thunderstorm that is observed to be producing a tornado or flash-

flooding rains, prompting either a “Tornado Warning” or a “Flash Flood 
Warning” by the National Weather Service. 

 
 
 Project Personnel.   The Association shall provide TDLR with a list of 
the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of all persons involved with the 
on-site operation of the weather modification activity.   This list will be kept 
current by the Association.  The Association shall file with TDLR any changes 
to the list of key personnel, within fifteen (15) days of those changes being 
made.  The TDLR staff will be kept apprised of the current telephone number(s) 
of radar facilities used in the operation. 
 
 Reports.   The Association shall maintain a record of all weather 
modification operations conducted, including the dates, times, and locations 
when and where the equipment was operated.   The Association shall provide 
TDLR with a copy of any operational summary (monthly, bi-monthly, or 
seasonal) which the program produces and disseminates to interested parties 
within the Association’s target area or in the general area.  The reports and 
records in the custody of the Texas Department of Licensing & Regulation shall 
be kept open for public inspection. 
 

TDLR shall also be provided a copy of the “Daily Log During Weather 
Modification Activities” form, used by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), for documentation of weather modification activities in 
the U. S.  A final report of each year’s weather modification operation is to be 
provided to the TDLR.  This report should summarize the entire operation, 
describe pertinent and key weather events, as well as give an evaluation of the 
effects of cloud seeding achieved during the program. 
 
 Records.   The Association shall keep data on all weather modification 
events in a form that would allow a complete and accurate reconstruction of 
each episode.     The Association shall provide immediate and full access to 
TDLR, upon request, of all information regarding the day-to-day operation of 
the project. 
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 Field Inspections.   The Association and TDLR staff will coordinate 
periodic (no more often than quarterly) field inspections by TDLR staff. 
 
 Compliance.  Each term, condition, and provision herein contained is 
requisite to the granting of this permit.  Failure on the part of the Association 
to comply with the terms, conditions, and provisions of the permit, including 
the Operations Plan, will subject this permit to reconsideration by TDLR and 
such administrative and judicial proceedings as may be necessary to prevent 
violations and to obtain compliance, including but not limited to, modification 
or forfeiture and cancellation of all rights granted herein. 
 
 
 
 
DATE ISSUED:   April 16, 2018 
 
 
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING AND REGULATION 

























 

West Texas Weather Modification Association 
United States Department of Agricultural – ARS 

Joint Research Project – April Report 
 

 The research team of Craig Funke (WTWMA), Jonathan Jennings (WTWMA), Dan Martin (USDA-
ARS) and Archie Ruiz (AISM) met in Estes Park, CO during the annual Weather Modification Association 
meeting. Discussed was the state of the USDA-ARS aircraft which seems will not be available this season 
due to both airframe damage and engine damage that took place last August. Therefore, discussions 
were made as to how to continue to collect data despite the lack of aircraft. 
 
 Over the winter, WTWMA aircraft 09P was equipped with an electrostatic system where it was 
thought to apply an electrostatic field above winter time stratiform clouds. However, conditions for such 
research never took place in the WTWMA target area with no clouds having vertical depth required for 
the experiment were observed along with cloud top temperatures staying above freezing. That 
experiment will be put on hold until next winter where we’ll likely base that aircraft/research out of 
South Texas where more favorable conditions are likely.  
 
 With that said, during a meeting in Estes Park, CO, it was suggested that perhaps 09P could 
provide a platform for continued electrostatically charged water droplet seeding to continue over the 
summer. Aircraft 09P was modified with flare racks on the wing tips thus removing the 15-gallon fuel tip 
tanks on each wing. Using these wing tip tanks, we could run separate plumbing to pumps from the wing 
tip tanks to the electrostatic booms. This will provide 30 gallons of water for seeding, and if the 
pressures are correct, we could add another 25-gallon tank in the back seat of the aircraft for additional 
seeding. This will at least keep the research going through the summer season allowing for collection of 
1, maybe 2 clouds per seeding day. 
 
 In order to do this, the USDA-ARS research permit through the TDLR must be amended. The 
permit already holds 09P as a new research aircraft for winter seeding but does not include the use of 
water. Therefore, it’ll have to be amended to include the use of water. A request to the TDLR will be 
submitted by Dan Martin.  
 
 Once the research permit is amended and the modifications to 09P are complete, we’ll begin 
targeting clouds with this aircraft for data collection. This data will be sent to Archie Ruiz after each 
mission for evaluation. At this time, there are no scheduled meetings with the research team through 
May, but the team will meet at the TDLR Weather Modification Advisory Committee meeting on June 
7th.  







These draft rules are provided for your review in preparation for your next advisory board 
meeting. They are not finalized and are still a work in progress. Thank you for your input as the 

rules are developed.  
 

Weather Modification 
Future Proposed Rulemaking 

 
§79.33 Reporting Requirements. 

(a) Any person conducting a weather modification operation with an aircraft operating within an 
operational or target area that includes any part of a Texas county must report in writing to the 
department, or on a publicly-accessible website, the following information [to the Department] 
according to the schedule given:  

(1) any changes or additions to the list filed with the permit application in accordance with 
§79.18(3)(B) must be filed by the fifteenth day of the following month;  
 
(2) for each month in which operations are conducted, one copy of the record of operations for 
that month required by §79.31 and, if applicable, one copy of the record of operations for that 
month required by §79.32 must be filed by the fifteenth day of the following month;  
 
(3) one copy of all other reports required by 15 Code of Federal Regulations, §§908.5 - 908.7, 
must be filed no later than the deadlines set by the federal regulation. 
 
(b) Any person conducting a weather modification operation using only ground-based equipment 
must report on a quarterly basis in writing to the department, or on a publicly-accessible website,  
the following information: 
 
(1) date and time period of each operation; 
 
(2) total amount of material used; and 
 
(3) observations or data pertaining to the type of weather during and after the operation.  
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SUBCHAPTER A.  GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Sec. 51.001. Definitions. 
 
In this chapter: 
 

(1) “Advisory board” means a board, committee, council, or other entity with multiple members that 
has as its primary function advising the commission or department. 

 
(1-a) “Commission” means the Texas Commission of Licensing and Regulation. 

 
(2) “Department” means the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation. 

 
(3) “License” means a license, certificate, registration, title, or permit issued by the department. 

 
(4) “License holder” means a person who holds a license issued by the department. 

 
(5) “Respondent” means a person, regardless of whether the person is a license holder, who is charged 

with violating a law establishing a regulatory program administered by the department or a rule 
adopted or order issued by the commission or executive director. 

 
(6) “Sanction” means an action by the executive director against a license holder or another person, 

including the denial, suspension, or revocation of a license, the reprimand of a license holder, or 
the placement of a license holder on probation. 

Sec. 51.002. Application of Sunset Act. 
 
The Texas Commission of Licensing and Regulation and the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation are 
subject to Chapter 325, Government Code (Texas Sunset Act).  Unless continued in existence as provided by that 
chapter, the commission and the department are abolished September 1, 2021. 

Sec. 51.003. Applicability. 
 
This chapter applies to each regulatory program administered by the department, including any program under 
which a license is issued by the department. 

SUBCHAPTER B.  DEPARTMENT AND COMMISSION 

Sec. 51.051. Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation. 
 
(a) The Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation is the primary state agency responsible for the 

oversight of businesses, industries, general trades, and occupations that are regulated by the state and 
assigned to the department by the legislature. 

 
(b) The department is governed by the commission. 

Sec. 51.052. Appointment of Commission. 
 
(a) The commission consists of seven members appointed by the governor with the advice and consent of the 

senate. 
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(b) Appointments to the commission shall be made without regard to the race, color, disability, sex, religion, 
age, or national origin of the appointee. 

Sec. 51.053. Commission Membership; Eligibility. 
 
(a) Each member of the commission must be a representative of the general public. 
 
(b) A person is not eligible for appointment as a member of the commission if the person or the person's 

spouse: 
 

(1) is regulated by the department; 
 

(2) is employed by or participates in the management of a business entity or other organization 
regulated by or receiving funds from the department; 

 
(3) owns or controls, directly or indirectly, more than a 10 percent interest in a business entity or other 

organization regulated by or receiving funds from the department; 
 

(4) uses or receives a substantial amount of tangible goods, services, or funds from the department, 
other than compensation or reimbursement authorized by law for commission membership, 
attendance, or expenses; or 

 
(5) is an employee of the department. 

Sec. 51.0535. Conflict of Interest. 
 
(a) In this section, “Texas trade association” means a cooperative and voluntarily joined statewide association 

of business or professional competitors in this state designed to assist its members and its industry or 
profession in dealing with mutual business or professional problems and in promoting their common 
interest. 

 
(b) A person may not be a member of the commission and may not be a department employee employed in a 

“bona fide executive, administrative, or professional capacity,” as that phrase is used for purposes of 
establishing an exemption to the overtime provisions of the federal Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (29 
U.S.C. Section 201 et seq.), and its subsequent amendments, if: 

 
(1) the person is an officer, employee, or paid consultant of a Texas trade association in a field 

regulated by the department; or 
 

(2) the person’s spouse is an officer, manager, or paid consultant of a Texas trade association in a 
field regulated by the department. 

 
(c) A person may not be a member of the commission or act as the general counsel to the commission or the 

department if the person is required to register as a lobbyist under Chapter 305, Government Code, because 
of the person’s activities for compensation on behalf of a profession related to the operation of the 
department. 

Sec. 51.054. Training. 
 
(a) A person who is appointed to and qualifies for office as a member of the commission may not vote, 

deliberate, or be counted as a member in attendance at a meeting of the commission until the person 
completes a training program that complies with this section. 
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(b) The training program must provide the person with information regarding: 
 

(1) the legislation that created the department and the commission; 
 

(2) the programs operated by the department; 
 

(3) the role and functions of the department; 
 

(4) the rules of the department, with an emphasis on the rules that relate to disciplinary and 
investigatory authority; 

 
(5) the current budget for the department; 

 
(6) the results of the most recent formal audit of the department; 

 
(7) the requirements of: 

 
(A) the open meetings law, Chapter 551, Government Code; 

 
(B) the public information law, Chapter 552, Government Code; 

 
(C) the administrative procedure law, Chapter 2001, Government Code; and 

 
(D) other laws relating to public officials, including conflict-of-interest laws; and 

 
(8) any applicable ethics policies adopted by the department or the Texas Ethics Commission. 

 
(c) A person appointed to the commission is entitled to reimbursement, as provided by the General 

Appropriations Act, for the travel expenses incurred in attending the training program regardless of whether 
the attendance at the program occurs before or after the person qualifies for office. 

Sec. 51.055. Terms; Vacancy. 
 
(a) Members of the commission serve staggered six-year terms.  The terms of two or three members expire on 

February 1 of each odd-numbered year. 
 
(b) If a vacancy occurs during a member's term, the governor shall appoint a replacement to fill the unexpired 

term. 

Sec. 51.056. Presiding Officer. 
 
(a) The governor shall designate a member of the commission as the presiding officer of the commission to 

serve in that capacity at the pleasure of the governor. 
 
(b) The presiding officer may vote on all matters before the commission as provided by Robert's Rules of 

Order. 

Sec. 51.057. Grounds for Removal. 
 
(a) It is a ground for removal from the commission that a member: 
 

(1) does not have at the time of taking office the qualifications required by Section 51.053; 
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(2) does not maintain during service on the commission the qualifications required by Section 51.053; 
 

(3) is ineligible for membership under Section 51.0535; 
 

(4) cannot, because of illness or disability, discharge the member’s duties for a substantial part of the 
member’s term, or 

 
(5) is absent from more than half of the regularly scheduled commission meetings that the member is 

eligible to attend during a calendar year without an excuse approved by a majority vote of the 
commission. 

 
(b) The validity of an action of the commission is not affected by the fact that it is taken when a ground for 

removal of a commission member exists. 
 
(c) If the executive director has knowledge that a potential ground for removal exists, the executive director 

shall notify the presiding officer of the commission of the potential ground.  The presiding officer shall 
then notify the governor and the attorney general that a potential ground for removal exists.  If the potential 
ground for removal involves the presiding officer, the executive director shall notify the next highest 
ranking officer of the commission, who shall then notify the governor and the attorney general that a 
potential ground for removal exists. 

Sec. 51.058. Compensation; Reimbursement. 
 
(a) A commission member may not receive compensation for service on the commission. 
 
(b) A commission member is entitled to reimbursement for actual and necessary expenses incurred in 

performing functions as a commission member, subject to any applicable limitation on reimbursement 
provided by the General Appropriations Act. 

Sec. 51.059. Meetings. 
 
(a) The commission shall meet at least once in each quarter of the fiscal year. 
 
(b) The commission may meet at other times at the call of the presiding officer or as provided by commission 

rules. 

Sec. 51.060. Civil Liability. 
 
A member of the commission is not liable in a civil action for an act performed in good faith while performing 
duties as a commission member. 

SUBCHAPTER C.  EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND OTHER DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL 

Sec. 51.101. Executive Director. 
 
The commission shall appoint the executive director of the department. The executive director serves at the will of 
the commission. 

Sec. 51.103. Executive Director Powers and Duties. 
 
(a) The executive director shall: 
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(1) perform any duties assigned by the commission and other duties specified by law; 
 

(2) administer and enforce the department's programs; and 
 

(3) issue licenses authorized by the laws establishing programs regulated by the department. 
 
(b) The executive director may delegate any power or duty assigned to the executive director unless prohibited 

by statute or rule. 
 
(c) The executive director may: 
 

(1) impose sanctions and issue orders relating to a sanction as provided by Section 51.353; and 
 

(2) assess an administrative penalty or issue an order relating to an administrative penalty as 
authorized by a law establishing a program regulated by the department or as provided by Sections 
51.301 and 51.302. 

Sec. 51.104. Personnel. 
 
The executive director may employ persons to perform the department's work and may prescribe their duties and 
compensation, subject to the personnel policies adopted by the commission and the commission's approval of the 
budget. 

Sec. 51.105. Division of Responsibilities. 
 
The commission shall develop and implement policies that clearly separate the policy-making responsibilities of the 
commission and the management responsibilities of the executive director and the staff of the department. 

Sec. 51.106. Information on Standards of Conduct. 
 
The executive director or the executive director's designee shall provide to members of the commission and to 
department employees, as often as necessary, information regarding the requirements for office or employment 
under this chapter, including information regarding a person's responsibilities under applicable laws relating to 
standards of conduct for state officers or employees. 

Sec. 51.107. Career Ladder Program; Performance Evaluations. 
 
(a) The executive director shall develop a career ladder program.  The program must require intra-agency 

postings of all non-entry level positions concurrently with any public posting. 
 
(b) The executive director shall develop a system of employee performance evaluations. The system must 

require that evaluations be conducted at least annually. All merit pay for department employees must be 
based on the system established under this subsection. 

Sec. 51.108. Equal Employment Opportunity Policy. 
 
(a) The executive director or the executive director’s designee shall prepare and maintain a written policy 

statement that implements a program of equal employment opportunity to ensure that all personnel 
decisions are made without regard to race, color, disability, sex, religion, age, or national origin. 

 
(b) The policy statement must include: 
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(1) personnel policies, including policies relating to recruitment, evaluation, selection, training, and 
promotion of personnel, that show the intent of the department to avoid the unlawful employment 
practices described by Chapter 21, Labor Code; and 

 
(2) an analysis of the extent to which the composition of the department’s personnel is in accordance 

with state and federal law and a description of reasonable methods to achieve compliance with 
state and federal law. 

 
(c) The policy statement must: 
 

(1) be updated annually; 
 

(2) be reviewed by the state Commission on Human Rights for compliance with Subsection (b) (1); 
and 

 
(3) be filed with the governor’s office. 

SUBCHAPTER D.  POWERS AND DUTIES 

Sec. 51.201. General Powers and Duties of Commission. 
 
(a) The commission shall: 
 

(1) supervise the executive director's administration of the department; 
 

(2) formulate the policy objectives for the department; and 
 

(3) approve the department's operating budget and the department's requests for legislative 
appropriations. 

 
(b) The commission: 
 

(1) may adopt rules as necessary for its own procedures; and 
 

(2) shall adopt rules as necessary to implement this chapter. 

Sec. 51.202. Fees. 
 
(a) The commission shall set fees, in amounts reasonable and necessary to cover the costs of administering the 

programs or activities, for: 
 

(1) licenses issued by the department; 
 

(2) license renewals and late renewals; 
 

(3) examinations; and 
 

(4) any other program or activity administered by the department for which a fee is authorized. 
 
(b) The executive director by rule may provide for prorating fees for the issuance of a license, so that a person 

regulated by the department pays only that portion of the applicable fee that is allocable to the number of 
months during which the license is valid. 
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(c) The executive director shall develop cost management procedures that enable the commission to determine 
with reasonable accuracy the cost to the department of each program and activity for which a fee is 
charged. 

 
Sec. 51.203. Rules Regarding Programs Regulated by Department. 
 
The commission shall adopt rules as necessary to implement each law establishing a program regulated by the 
department. 
 
Sec. 51.2031. Rules Regarding Health-Related Programs; Provision of Information. 
 
(a) This section applies only to the regulation of the following professions by the department: 
 
 (1) athletic trainers; 
 
 (2) behavior analysts; 
 
 (3) dietitians; 
 
 (4) hearing instrument fitters and dispensers; 
 
 (5) midwives; 
 
 (6) orthotists and prosthetists; and 
 
 (7) speech-language pathologists and audiologists. 
 
(a-1) The commission may not adopt a new rule relating to the scope of practice of or a health-related standard of 

care for a profession to which this section applies unless the rule has been proposed by the advisory board 
established for that profession. The commission shall adopt rules prescribing the procedure by which an 
advisory board may propose rules described by this subsection.  

 
(a-2) For each rule proposed under Subsection (a-1), the commission shall either adopt the rule as proposed or 

return the rule to the advisory board for revision. The commission retains authority for final adoption of all 
rules and is responsible for ensuring compliance with all laws regarding the rulemaking process. This 
subsection and Subsection (a-1) expire September 1, 2019. 

 
(b) The commission shall adopt rules clearly specifying the manner in which the department and commission 

will solicit input from, and on request provide information to, an advisory board established for a 
profession to which this section applies regarding the general investigative, enforcement, or disciplinary 
procedures of the department or commission. 

 
Sec. 51.2032. Rules Regarding Podiatry; Provision of Information 
 
(a) In this section, “advisory board” means the Podiatric Medical Examiners Advisory Board. 
 
(b) The commission may not adopt a new rule relating to the scope of practice of, a health-related standard of 

care for, or the ethical practice of the profession of podiatry unless the rule has been proposed by the 
advisory board. The commission shall adopt rules prescribing the procedure by which the advisory board 
may propose rules described by this subsection. 

 
(c) For each rule proposed under Subsection (b), the commission shall either adopt the rule as proposed or 

return the rule to the advisory board for revision.  The commission retains authority for final adoption of all 
rules and is responsible for ensuring compliance with all laws regarding the rulemaking process. 
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(d) The commission shall adopt rules clearly specifying the manner in which the department and commission 

will solicit input from, and on request provide information to, the advisory board regarding: 
 

(1) continuing education requirements; and 
 

(2) the general investigative, enforcement, or disciplinary procedures of the department or 
commission. 

Sec. 51.204. Rules Restricting Advertising or Competitive Bidding. 
 
(a) The commission may not adopt rules restricting advertising or competitive bidding by a license holder 

except to prohibit false, misleading, or deceptive practices. 
 
(b) The commission may not include in rules to prohibit false, misleading, or deceptive practices by a license 

holder a rule that: 
 

(1) restricts the use of any advertising medium; 
 

(2) restricts the license holder's personal appearance or the use of the license holder's voice in an 
advertisement; 

 
(3) relates to the size or duration of an advertisement; or 

 
(4) restricts the use of a trade name in advertising. 

Sec. 51.207. Use of Technology. 
 
(a) The commission shall develop and implement a policy requiring the executive director and department 

employees to research and propose appropriate technological solutions to improve the department's ability 
to perform its functions.  The technological solutions must: 

 
(1) ensure that the public is able to easily find information about the department on the Internet; 

 
(2) ensure that persons who want to use the department's services are able to: 

 
(A) interact with the department through the Internet; and 

 
(B) access any service that can be provided effectively through the Internet; and 

 
(3) be cost-effective and developed through the department's planning processes. 

 
(b) The department shall provide on its Internet website a link to an Internet website that allows the public to 

track legislation affecting the programs administered by the department, which may be a website that 
provides legislative information administered by the Texas Legislature. 

 
(c) The department may satisfy any requirement under this chapter or another law governing a program subject 

to regulation by the department to provide notice by delivering the notice by e-mail to the recipient’s last 
known e-mail address if the recipient has previously authorized the department to deliver the notice by e-
mail. An e-mail address used under this subsection is confidential and is not subject to disclosure under 
Chapter 552, Government Code.  
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Sec. 51.208. Negotiated Rulemaking and Alternative Dispute Resolution Procedures. 
 
(a) The commission shall develop and implement a policy to encourage the use of: 
 

(1) negotiated rulemaking procedures under Chapter 2008, Government Code, for the adoption of 
department rules; and 

 
(2) appropriate alternative dispute resolution procedures under Chapter 2009, Government Code, to 

assist in the resolution of internal and external disputes under the department's jurisdiction. 
 
(b) The department's procedures relating to alternative dispute resolution must conform, to the extent possible, 

to any model guidelines issued by the State Office of Administrative Hearings for the use of alternative 
dispute resolution by state agencies. 

 
(c) The commission shall designate a trained person to: 
 

(1) coordinate the implementation of the policy adopted under Subsection (a); 
 

(2) serve as a resource for any training needed to implement the procedures for negotiated rulemaking 
or alternative dispute resolution; and 

 
(3) collect data concerning the effectiveness of those procedures, as implemented by the department. 

Sec. 51.209. Advisory Boards; Removal of Advisory Board Member. 
 
(a) This section applies to any advisory board appointed to advise the commission or department regarding a 

program subject to regulation by the department. 
 
(b) An advisory board member who was appointed by the presiding officer of the commission with the 

commission’s approval may be removed from the advisory board by the presiding officer with the 
commission’s approval on any of the following grounds: 

 
(1) the member does not have at the time of becoming a member of the advisory board the 

qualifications required by the law or rule authorizing appointment of the member; 
 

(2) the member does not maintain during service on the advisory board the qualifications required by 
the law or rule authorizing appointment of the member; 

 
(3) the member cannot, because of illness or disability, discharge the member’s duties for a substantial 

part of the member’s term; 
 

(4) the member is absent from more than half of the regularly scheduled advisory board meetings that 
the member is eligible to attend during a calendar year without an excuse approved by a majority 
vote of the advisory board; or 

 
(5) the member is unfit to continue serving on the advisory board. 

 
(c) The validity of an action of an advisory board is not affected by the fact that it is taken when a ground for 

removal of a member exists. 
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Sec. 51.210. Method of Making Payments. 
 
(a) The commission may authorize payment of regulatory fees, fines, penalties, and charges for goods and 

services through: 
 

(1) an electronic payment method; or 
 

(2) a credit card issued by a financial institution chartered by a state or the United States or issued by 
a nationally recognized credit organization approved by the commission. 

 
(b) A payment by a method under this section may be made in person, by telephone, or through the Internet. 
 
(c) The commission may require a person who makes a payment to the department through an electronic 

payment method or credit card to pay a discount or service charge in an amount reasonable and necessary 
to reimburse the commission for the costs involved in processing the payment. 

 
(d) The commission may adopt rules as necessary to implement this section. 

SUBCHAPTER E.  PUBLIC INTEREST INFORMATION AND COMPLAINT PROCEDURES 

Sec. 51.251. Public Interest Information. 
 
(a) The department shall prepare information of public interest describing the functions of the commission and 

department and the procedures by which complaints are filed with and resolved by the commission or 
executive director. 

 
(b) The department shall make the information available to the public and appropriate state agencies. 

Sec. 51.252. Complaints. 
 
(a) The executive director shall establish methods by which consumers and service recipients are notified of 

the name, mailing address, and telephone number of the department for the purpose of directing complaints 
to the department.  The department shall provide to the person filing the complaint and to each person who 
is a subject of the complaint information about the department’s policies and procedures relating to 
complaint investigation and resolution. 

 
(b) The department shall maintain a file on each written complaint filed with the department.  The file must 

include: 
 

(1) the name of the person who filed the complaint; 
 

(2) the date the complaint is received by the department; 
 

(3) the subject matter of the complaint; 
 

(4) the name of each person contacted in relation to the complaint; 
 

(5) a summary of the results of the review or investigation of the complaint; and 
 

(6) an explanation of the reason the file was closed, if the department closed the file without taking 
action other than to investigate the complaint. 
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(c) The department, at least quarterly and until final disposition of the complaint, shall notify the person filing 
the complaint and each person who is a subject of the complaint of the status of the investigation unless the 
notice would jeopardize an undercover investigation. 

 
(d) The commission shall adopt a procedure for documenting complaints to the department from the time of 

the submission of the initial complaint to the final disposition of the complaint.  The commission shall 
publish the procedure in the Texas Register. 

Sec. 51.253. Public Participation. 
 
(a) The commission shall develop and implement policies that provide the public with a reasonable 

opportunity to appear before the commission and to speak on any issue under the commission's jurisdiction. 
 
(b) The commission shall prepare and maintain a written plan that describes how a person who does not speak 

English or who has a physical, mental, or developmental disability may be provided reasonable access to 
the commission's programs. 

SUBCHAPTER F.  ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY 

Sec. 51.301. Imposition of Penalty. 
 
The executive director or commission may impose an administrative penalty against a person who violates: 
 

(1) a law establishing a regulatory program administered by the department; or 
 

(2) a rule adopted or order issued by the executive director or commission. 

Sec. 51.302. Amount of Penalty. 
 
(a) If the relevant law establishing a program regulated by the department does not state the maximum amount 

of an administrative penalty under that law, the amount of the penalty shall be assessed by the commission 
or executive director in an amount that may not exceed $5,000 per day for each violation.  Each day a 
violation continues or occurs is a separate violation for purposes of imposing a penalty. 

 
(b) The amount of the penalty shall be based on: 
 

(1) the seriousness of the violation; 
 

(2) the respondent's history of previous violations; 
 

(3) the amount necessary to deter a future violation; 
 

(4) efforts made by the respondent to correct the violation; and 
 

(5) any other matter that justice may require. 
 
(c) The commission shall by rule or by procedure published in the Texas Register establish a written 

enforcement plan that provides notice to license holders of the specific ranges of penalties that apply to 
specific alleged violations and the criteria by which the department determines the amount of a proposed 
administrative penalty. 
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Sec. 51.3025. Imposition of Sanction. 
 
A proceeding under this subchapter imposing an administrative penalty may be combined with a proceeding to 
impose an administrative sanction. If a sanction is imposed in a proceeding under this subchapter, the requirements 
of this subchapter apply to the imposition of the sanction. 

Sec. 51.303. Notice of Violation and Penalty.  
 
If, after investigation of a possible violation and the facts surrounding the possible violation, the department 
determines that a violation occurred, the department shall issue to the respondent a notice of alleged violation 
stating: 
 

(1) a brief summary of the alleged violation; 
 

(2) the amount of the recommended administrative penalty; and 
 

(3) that the respondent has the right to a hearing to contest the alleged violation, the amount of the 
penalty, or both. 

Sec. 51.304. Penalty to be Paid or Hearing Requested. 
 
(a) Not later than the 20th day after the date the respondent receives the notice, the respondent may: 
 

(1) accept the department's determination and recommended administrative penalty; or 
 

(2) make a written request for a hearing on that determination. 
 
(b) If the respondent accepts the department's determination, the executive director by order shall approve the 

determination and require the person to pay the recommended penalty. 

Sec. 51.305. Hearing on Recommendations. 
 
(a) If the respondent requests a hearing, the hearing shall be conducted by the State Office of Administrative 

Hearings. 
 
(b) The State Office of Administrative Hearings shall consider the department’s applicable substantive rules 

and policies when conducting a hearing under this subchapter. 
 
(c) An administrative law judge at the State Office of Administrative Hearings shall: 
 

(1) make findings of fact and conclusions of law; and 
 

(2) promptly issue to the commission a proposal for decision as to the occurrence of the violation and 
the amount of any proposed administrative penalty. 

Sec. 51.306. Decision by Commission. 
 
(a) Based on the findings of fact, conclusions of law, and proposal for decision, the commission by order may 

determine that: 
 

(1) a violation occurred and impose an administrative penalty; or 
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(2) a violation did not occur. 
 
(b) The department shall give notice of the order to the respondent. 
 
(c) The order under this section must include: 
 

(1) separate statements of the findings of fact and conclusions of law; 
 

(2) the amount of any penalty imposed; 
 

(3) a statement of the right of the respondent to judicial review of the order; and 
 

(4) any other information required by law. 

Sec. 51.307. Options Following Decision: Pay or Appeal. 
 
(a) Not later than the 30th day after the date the commission's order becomes final, the respondent shall: 
 

(1) pay the penalty; or 
 

(2) file a petition for judicial review contesting the order, and: 
 

(A) forward the penalty to the department for deposit in an escrow account; or 
 

(B) give the department a supersedeas bond in a form approved by the executive director that: 
 

(i) is for the amount of the penalty; and 
 

(ii) is effective until judicial review of the decision is final. 
 
(b) A respondent who is financially unable to comply with Subsection (a)(2) is entitled to judicial review if the 

respondent files with the court, as part of the respondent's petition for judicial review, a sworn statement 
that the respondent is unable to meet the requirements of that subsection. 

Sec. 51.308. Collection of Penalty. 
 
If the person on whom the administrative penalty is imposed violates Section 51.307(a), the department or the 
attorney general may bring an action to collect the penalty. 

Sec. 51.309. Remittance of Penalty and Interest. 
 
(a) If, after judicial review, the administrative penalty is reduced or not imposed, the executive director shall: 
 

(1) remit to the person the appropriate amount, plus accrued interest, if the person paid the amount of 
the penalty; or 

 
(2) execute a release of the bond, if the person posted a supersedeas bond. 

 
(b) The interest paid under Subsection (a)(1) is accrued at the rate charged on loans to depository institutions 

by the New York Federal Reserve Bank.  The interest shall be paid for the period beginning on the date the 
penalty is paid to the department and ending on the date the penalty is remitted. 
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Sec. 51.310. Administrative Procedure. 
 
(a) The executive director by rule shall prescribe procedures for the determination and appeal of a decision to 

impose an administrative penalty. 
 
(b) A proceeding under this subchapter to impose an administrative penalty is considered to be a contested case 

under Chapter 2001, Government Code. 
 
(c) The executive director by rule shall prescribe notice procedures for proceedings under this subchapter that 

provide for notice by certified mail with electronic return receipt. 

SUBCHAPTER G.  OTHER PENALTIES AND ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS 

Sec. 51.351. Inspections and Investigations. 
 
(a) The department may conduct inspections or investigations as necessary to enforce the laws administered by 

the department. 
 
(b) The department, during reasonable business hours, may: 
 

(1) enter the business premises of a person regulated by the department or a person suspected of being 
in violation of or threatening to violate a law establishing a regulatory program administered by 
the department or a rule or order of the commission or executive director related to a regulatory 
program administered by the department; and 

 
(2) examine and copy records pertinent to the inspection or investigation. 

 
(c) A department employee may check the license, registration, or endorsement of a person regulated by the 

Texas State Board of Plumbing Examiners in accordance with the memorandum of understanding under 
Section 1301.259 and report any noncompliance to that agency. 

 
(d) The department shall conduct joint investigations with the Texas State Board of Plumbing Examiners as 

circumstances require. 

Sec. 51.3511. Issuance of Emergency Orders. 
 
(a) If the executive director determines that an emergency exists requiring immediate action to protect the 

public health and safety, the executive director may issue an emergency order to: 
 

(1) suspend or revoke a license or other authorization issued under a program regulated by the 
department; or 

 
(2) halt operation of an unsafe facility or unsafe equipment that is subject to regulation by the 

department. 
 
(b) The executive director may issue an emergency order with or without notice and hearing as the executive 

director considers practicable under the circumstances. 
 
(c) If an emergency order is issued under this section without a hearing, the executive director shall set the 

time and place for a hearing conducted by the State Office of Administrative Hearings to affirm, modify, or 
set aside the emergency order not later than the 10th day after the date the order was issued.  The order shall 
be affirmed to the extent that reasonable cause existed to issue the order. 
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(d) The commission by rule may prescribe procedures for the determination and appeal of an emergency order 
issued under this section, including a rule allowing the commission to affirm, modify, or set aside a 
decision made by the State Office of Administrative Hearings under Subsection (c). 

 
(e) A proceeding under this section is a contested case under Chapter 2001, Government Code. 

Sec. 51.3512. Subpoenas. 
 
(a) The department may issue a subpoena as provided by this section. 
 
(b) The department may request and, if necessary, compel by subpoena: 
 

(1) the production for inspection and copying of records, documents, and other evidence relevant to 
the investigation of an alleged violation of this chapter, a law establishing a regulatory program 
administered by the department, or a rule adopted or order issued by the commission or executive 
director; and 

 
(2) the attendance of a witness for examination under oath. 

 
(c) A subpoena under this section may be issued throughout this state and may be served by any person 

designated by the commission or the executive director. 
 
(d) The department, acting through the attorney general, may bring an action to enforce a subpoena issued 

under this section against a person who fails to comply with the subpoena. 
 
(e) Venue for an action brought under this section is in a district court in: 
 

(1) Travis County; or 
 

(2) any county in which the department may hold a hearing. 
 
(f) The court shall order compliance with the subpoena if the court finds that good cause exists to issue the 

subpoena. 

Sec. 51.3513. Cease and Desist Order. 
 
The executive director may issue a cease and desist order if the executive director determines that the action is 
necessary to prevent a violation of: 
 

(1) this chapter; 
 

(2) a law establishing a regulatory program administered by the department; or 
 

(3) a rule adopted or order issued by the commission or the executive director. 

Sec. 51.352. Injunctive Relief; Civil Penalty. 
 
(a) The attorney general or the executive director may institute an action for injunctive relief to restrain a 

violation by and to collect a civil penalty from a person that appears to be in violation of or threatening to 
violate a law establishing a regulatory program administered by the department or a rule or order of the 
commission or executive director related to the regulatory program.  A civil penalty assessed under this 
subsection may not exceed $5,000 per day for each violation. 
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(b) An action filed under this section must be filed in a district court in Travis County. 
 
(c) The attorney general and the department may recover reasonable expenses incurred in obtaining injunctive 

relief under this section, including court costs, reasonable attorney's fees, investigative costs, witness fees, 
and deposition expenses. 

Sec. 51.353. License Denial; Administrative Sanctions. 
 
(a) The commission may deny, revoke, suspend, or refuse to renew a license or may reprimand a license holder 

for a violation of this chapter, a law establishing a regulatory program administered by the department, or a 
rule or order of the commission or the executive director. 

 
(b) The commission may place on probation a person whose license is suspended.  If a license suspension is 

probated, the commission may require the person to: 
 

(1) report regularly to the department on matters that are the basis of the probation; 
 

(2) limit practice to the areas prescribed by the commission; or 
 

(3) continue or renew professional education until the person attains a degree of skill satisfactory to 
the commission in those areas that are the basis for the probation. 

Sec. 51.354. Right to Hearing; Administrative Procedure. 
 
(a) A respondent is entitled to a hearing conducted by the State Office of Administrative Hearings if the 

executive director proposes to deny, suspend, or revoke a license. 
 
(b) A proceeding under this chapter to deny, suspend, or revoke a license is considered to be a contested case 

under Chapter 2001, Government Code. 
 
(c) The executive director by rule shall prescribe notice procedures for a contested case under this chapter that 

provide for notice by certified mail with electronic return receipt. 

Sec. 51.355. License Eligibility of Person Whose License has been Revoked. 
 
A person whose license has been revoked by order of the commission or executive director is not eligible for a new 
license until the first anniversary of the date of the revocation. 

Sec. 51.356. Deferred Adjudication; License Suspension, License Revocation, or Denial or Refusal to 
Renew License. 
 
(a) The commission may deny, suspend, revoke, or refuse to renew a license or other authorization issued by a 

program regulated by the department if: 
 
 (1) the person holding or seeking the license received deferred adjudication for: 
 
  (A) any offense described by Article 62.001(5), Code of Criminal Procedure; or 
 
  (B) an offense other than an offense described by Paragraph (A) if: 
 
   (i) the person has not completed the period of deferred adjudication or the person 

completed the period of deferred adjudication less than five years before the date 
the person applied for the license; or 
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   (ii) a conviction for the offense would make the person ineligible for the license by 

operation of law; and 
 
 (2) the commission determines that the deferred adjudication makes the person unfit for the license. 
 
(b) In making a determination under Subsection (a) (2), the commission shall consider the factors set forth in 

Sections 53.022 and 53.023 and the guidelines issued by the department under Section 53.025. 

SUBCHAPTER H.  LICENSE REQUIREMENTS 

Sec. 51.401. License Expiration and Renewal. 
 
(a) A person who is otherwise eligible to renew a license may renew an unexpired license by paying the 

required renewal fee to the department before the expiration date of the license.  A person whose license 
has expired may not engage in activities that require a license until the license has been renewed. 

 
(b) A person whose license has been expired for 90 days or less may renew the license by paying to the 

department a renewal fee that is equal to 1-1/2 times the normally required renewal fee. 
 
(c) A person whose license has been expired for more than 90 days but less than 18 months may renew the 

license by paying to the department a renewal fee that is equal to two times the normally required renewal 
fee.  On approval by the executive director, a person whose license has been expired for at least 18 months 
but less than three years may renew the license by paying to the department a renewal fee equal to two 
times the normally required renewal fee. 

 
(d) Except as provided by Subsection (c), a person whose license has been expired for 18 months or more may 

not renew the license.  The person may obtain a new license by complying with the requirements and 
procedures, including the examination requirements, for obtaining an original license. 

 
(e) A person who was licensed in this state, moved to another state, and is currently licensed and has been in 

practice in the other state for the two years preceding the date of application may obtain a new license 
without reexamination.  The person must pay to the department a fee that is equal to two times the normally 
required renewal fee for the license. 

 
(f) Not later than the 30th day before the date a person's license is scheduled to expire, the department shall 

send written notice of the impending expiration to the person at the person's last known address according 
to the records of the department. 

Sec. 51.4011. Inactive Status. 
 
(a) The commission may adopt rules to allow a license holder to place a license issued by the department on 

inactive status by: 
 

(1) submitting, on a form prescribed by the department, an application for inactive status to the 
department not later than the expiration date of the license; and 

 
(2) paying the required fee. 

 
(b) Except as provided by Subsection (f), a person whose license is on inactive status is not required to 

complete continuing education required under this chapter, a law establishing a program regulated by the 
department, or a rule adopted by the commission. 
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(c) A person whose license is on inactive status may reapply for inactive status before the expiration date of 
the license.  The person must pay the required fee. 

 
(d) A person whose license is on inactive status may not engage in any activity for which the license is 

required. 
 
(e) A license holder may not employ a person for an activity for which a license is required if the person's 

license is on inactive status. 
 
(f) A person whose license is on inactive status may return the license to active status by: 
 

(1) applying to the department for active status on a form prescribed by the department; 
 

(2) paying the required fee; and 
 

(3) providing evidence satisfactory to the department that the person has completed the number of 
hours of continuing education that would otherwise have been required for a renewal of an active 
license for the preceding license period. 

 
(g) The commission may set fees and adopt rules as necessary to implement this section. 

Sec. 51.4012. License Eligibility Requirements Regarding Applicant’s Background; Determination Letter. 
 
(a) Notwithstanding any other law, the commission may determine that a person is not eligible for a license 

based on the person's criminal history or other information that indicates that the person lacks the honesty, 
trustworthiness, and integrity to hold a license issued by the department. 

 
(b) Before applying for a license from the department, a person may request that the department issue a letter 

determining whether the person would be eligible for a license under Subsection (a) of this section, Section 
51.356, or Chapter 53.  To obtain a determination letter, a person must file a request on a form prescribed 
by the department and pay the required fee. 

 
(c) Not later than the 30th day after the date the department makes its determination, the department shall issue 

the determination letter to the person. 
 
(d) The department has the same powers to investigate a request filed under this section as the department has 

to investigate a person applying for a license. 
 
(e) A determination letter issued under this section that is adverse to a person does not prevent the person from 

subsequently applying for a license. 
 
(f) The department is not bound by its determination that the person would be eligible if, after the issuance of 

the determination letter, the department determines there has been a change in a person's circumstances or 
discovers a previously undiscovered fact. 

 
(g) A determination under this section is not a contested case under Chapter 2001, Government Code. 
 
Sec. 51.4013. License Eligibility Requirements for Applicants with Military Experience. 
 
(a) Notwithstanding any other law, the department shall credit verified military service, training, or education 

toward the licensing requirements, other than examination requirements, for a license issued by the 
department. 
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(b) The commission shall adopt rules necessary to implement this section.  
 
Sec. 51.402. Examinations. 
 
(a) Not later than the 30th day after the date a person takes a license examination, the department shall notify 

the person of the results of the examination. 
 
(b) If the examination is graded or reviewed by a testing service: 
 

(1) the department shall notify the person of the results of the examination not later than the 14th day 
after the date the department receives the results from the testing service; and 

 
(2) if notice of the examination results will be delayed for longer than 90 days after the examination 

date, the department shall notify the person of the reason for the delay before the 90th day. 
 
(c) The department may require a testing service to: 
 

(1) notify a person of the results of the person's examination; or 
 

(2) collect a fee for administering a license examination from a person taking the examination. 
 
(d) If requested in writing by a person who fails a license examination, the department shall furnish the person 

with an analysis of the person's performance on the examination. 

Sec. 51.403. Examination Fee Refund. 
 
(a) The department may refund a license examination fee to a person who is unable to take the examination if 

the person: 
 

(1) provides reasonable advance notice to the department; or 
 

(2) cannot take the examination because of an emergency. 
 
(b) The commission by rule shall define what constitutes reasonable notice and an emergency under this 

section. 

Sec. 51.4041. Alternative Qualifications for License. 
 
(a) The commission, department, or executive director may adopt alternative means of determining or 

verifying a person’s eligibility for a license issued by the department, including evaluating the person’s 
education, training, experience, and military service. 

 
(b) Notwithstanding any other law, the commission or the executive director may waive any prerequisite for 

obtaining a license if the applicant currently holds a similar license issued by another jurisdiction that: 
 
 (1) has requirements for the license that are substantially equivalent to those of this state; or 
 
 (2) has a reciprocity agreement with this state for the license. 
 
(c) The department, with approval of the governor, may enter into an agreement with another state to allow for 

licensing by reciprocity. 
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Sec. 51.405. Continuing Education. 
 
The commission shall recognize, prepare, or administer continuing education programs for license holders.  A 
license holder must participate in the programs to the extent required by the commission to keep the person's license. 

Sec. 51.406. Staggered Renewal of Licenses. 
 
The commission by rule may adopt a system under which licenses expire on various dates during the year.  For the 
year in which the license expiration date is changed, the department shall prorate license fees on a monthly basis so 
that each license holder pays only that portion of the license fee that is allocable to the number of months during 
which the license is valid.  On renewal of the license on the new expiration date, the total license renewal fee is 
payable. 

Sec. 51.407. Temporary License. 
 
(a) The commission by rule may provide for the issuance of a temporary license to an applicant who: 
 

(1) submits to the executive director an application on a form prescribed by the executive director; 
 

(2) meets preliminary qualifications established by commission rule; and 
 

(3) pays any required fees. 
 
(b) A temporary license issued under this section expires on the 21st day after the date of issuance and may not 

be renewed. 
 
(c) A temporary license holder is subject to: 
 

(1) this chapter; 
 

(2) any law applicable to the activity for which the license is required; and 
 

(3) any rule of the commission or the executive director applicable to the license. 

Sec. 51.408. Emergency License. 
 
(a) The executive director may issue an emergency license to a person who meets eligibility requirements 

provided by: 
 

(1) a law establishing a regulatory program administered by the department; or 
 

(2) a rule adopted to implement this section. 
 
(b) An emergency license issued under this section expires on the date indicated by the executive director, but 

not later than the 90th day after the date the license is issued.  If the governor declares an extended state of 
disaster under Section 418.014, Government Code, the executive director may extend the term of an 
emergency license to an expiration date after the 90th day after the date the license was issued. 

 
(c) The emergency license holder may engage in the activities authorized by the type of license only: 
 

(1) during a period in which a state of disaster has been declared and the following recovery period; 
and 
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(2) in an area designated as a disaster area under Chapter 418, Government Code. 

SUBCHAPTER I.  TELEPHONE INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Sec. 51.451. Definition. 
 
In this subchapter, “licensing entity” means a department, commission, board, office, authority, or other agency or 
governmental entity of this state that issues an occupational license. 

Sec. 51.452. Telephone Information System. 
 
The department shall establish and operate a toll-free telephone information system to provide assistance and 
referral services for persons who inquire about a program regulated by a licensing entity. 
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Subchapter A.  General Provisions. 

 
60.1. Authority. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
This chapter is promulgated under the authority of Texas Occupations Code, Chapter 51.  This chapter applies except in the event 
of a conflict with other statutory provisions related to specific programs regulated by the Commission and the Department. 
 
60.10. Definitions. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective August 15, 2014, 39 TexReg 5746) 
 
The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates 
otherwise. 
 

(1) Advisory Board--A board, committee, council, or other body that is established by law to advise the 
Commission or Department on rules, policies, and/or technical matters. 

 
(2) ALJ--Administrative law judge employed by the State Office of Administrative Hearings. 

 
(3) Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Administrator--The trained coordinator designated by the 

Commission: 
 

(A) to coordinate and oversee the negotiated rulemaking and ADR procedures used by the Department; 
 

(B) to serve as a resource for any training needed to implement the negotiated rulemaking and ADR 
procedures; and 

 
(C) to collect data concerning the effectiveness of the negotiated rulemaking and ADR procedures.  

The ADR Administrator also may conduct ADR proceedings. 
 

(4) Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) Procedures--Alternative processes to judicial forums or 
administrative agency contested case proceedings for the voluntary settlement of contested matters through 
the facilitation of an impartial third-party. 

 
(5) APA--The Administrative Procedure Act (Texas Government Code, Chapter 2001). 

 
(6) Applicant--Any person seeking a license from the Department. 

 
(7) Commission--Texas Commission of Licensing and Regulation. 

 
(8) Complainant--Any person who has filed a complaint with the Department against any person whose 

activities are subject to the jurisdiction of the Department. 
 

(9) Contested case or proceeding--A proceeding in which the legal rights, duties, or privileges of a party are to 
be determined by the Commission and/or Executive Director after an opportunity for adjudicative hearing. 

 
(10) Department--Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation. 

 
(11) Director of Enforcement--The person who directs and oversees investigations, prosecutions, and other 

activities of the enforcement division of the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation. 
 

(12) Emergency--Any of the following events that prevent a person from taking a scheduled examination: 
 

(A) death of a spouse or family member within the second degree of consanguinity; 
 

(B) personal medical necessity; 
 

(C) medical necessity of a spouse or dependent; or 
 

(D) severe weather or act of God that prevents the person from reaching the examination site. 
 

(13) Executive Director--The head administrative official of the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation. 
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(14) Final Decision Maker--The Commission and/or the Executive Director, both of whom are authorized by law 
to render the final decision in a contested case. 

 
(15) License--A license, certificate, registration, title, commission, or permit issued by the Department. 

 
(16) License holder--A person who holds a license issued by the Department. 

 
(17) Mediation--A confidential, informal dispute resolution process in which an impartial person, the mediator, 

facilitates communication between or among the parties to promote reconciliation, settlement, or 
understanding among them. 

 
(18) Mediator--The person who presides over a mediation.  The mediator shall encourage and assist the parties in 

reaching a settlement but may not compel or coerce the parties to enter into a settlement agreement.  The 
mediator may be a Department employee, an employee from another Texas state agency, or a person in the 
mediation profession who is not a Texas state employee (“private mediator”). 

 
(19) Negotiated Rulemaking--A consensus-based process in which the Department develops a proposed rule by 

using a neutral facilitator and a balanced negotiating committee composed of representatives of all interests 
that the rule will affect including those interests represented by the Department itself.  See Negotiated 
Rulemaking Act, Texas Government Code, Chapter 2008. 

 
(20) Party--A person admitted to participate in a contested case. 
 
(21) Payment Device--Any check, item, paper or electronic payment, or other payment method used as a medium 

for payment. 
 

(22) Penalty or Administrative Penalty--A monetary fine imposed by the commission or the executive director 
on a licensee or other person who has violated this chapter or a statute or rule governing a program regulated 
by the Department. 

 
(23) Person--Any individual, partnership, corporation, or other legal entity, including a state agency or 

governmental subdivision. 
 

(24) Pleading--A written document submitted by a party, or a person seeking to participate in a case as a party, 
which requests procedural or substantive relief, makes claims, alleges facts, makes legal argument, or 
otherwise addresses matters involved in the case. 

 
(25) Presiding Officer--The Commission member designated by the Governor to serve as the lead Commission 

official as defined under Texas Occupations Code, §51.056. 
 

(26) Respondent--Any person, regardless of whether the person is licensed or unlicensed, who is charged with 
violating a law establishing a regulatory program administered by the Department or a rule adopted by or an 
order issued by the Commission or the Executive Director. 

 
(27) Rule--Any Commission statement of general applicability that implements, interprets, or prescribes law or 

policy, or describes the procedure or practice requirements of the Department or Commission. 
 

(28) Sanction--An action by the Commission or Executive Director against a license holder or another person, 
including the denial, suspension, or revocation of a license, the reprimand of a license holder, the placement 
of a license holder on probation, or refusal to renew. 

 
(29) SOAH--State Office of Administrative Hearings. 

 
Subchapter B.  Powers and Responsibilities. 

 
60.20. General Powers and Duties of the Commission. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) The Commission shall have primary responsibility for policy-making activities including but not limited to: 
 

(1) setting fees; 
 

(2) adopting rules; 
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(3) imposing sanctions and penalties; and 

 
(4) issuing final orders in contested cases. 

 
(b) The Commission shall have the sole responsibility for the adoption of rules proposed by the Department or the 

Commission. 
 
(c) The Commission shall provide reasonable accommodations, as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 

1990, Public Law 101-336 and any subsequent amendments, for the public to participate in the programs regulated by 
the Department. 

 
(d) Upon request, the Commission shall provide reasonable access to persons who do not speak English to the programs 

regulated by the Department. 
 
60.21. Commission Meetings--Procedures. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) Every regular, special, or called meeting of the Commission shall be open to the public as provided by the Government 

Code, Chapter 551 (“the Open Meetings Act”). 
 
(b) Meetings will be conducted according to the current edition of Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised in all instances 

to which they are applicable as long as they are not inconsistent with the constitution, the statutes and the rules of the 
Commission.  Any Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised may be modified as deemed necessary by the presiding 
officer for the proper conduct of the meeting subject to an objection by a Commission member. 

 
(c) A quorum for the Commission is a majority of all the members of the Commission as designated by statute.  When a 

quorum is present, a motion before the Commission is carried by an affirmative vote of the majority of the 
Commissioner members present that are participating in the vote. 

 
(d) The presiding officer may limit the number and length of comments provided on any item on the agenda subject to an 

objection from a Commission member. 
 
(e) As a member of the Commission, the presiding officer may make motions without the necessity of relinquishing the 

chair subject to an objection from a Commission member. 
 
(f) The Commission shall provide the public with a reasonable opportunity to appear before the Commission and to speak 

on any issue under the Commission’s jurisdiction.  Persons wishing to speak at a Commission meeting may sign in at 
the beginning of the meeting and may speak during the public comment portion of the meeting. 

 
60.22. General Powers and Duties of the Department and the Executive Director. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 

4326) 
 
(a) The Executive Director shall have primary responsibility to manage the operations and administration of the 

Department as provided by Texas Occupations Code Chapter 51 and other applicable law, including but not limited to: 
 

(1) issuing licenses; 
 

(2) resolving complaints; 
 

(3) conducting investigations and inspections; 
 

(4) imposing agreed order sanctions and administrative penalties; and 
 

(5) administering exams. 
 
(b) The Executive Director may approve agreed orders in contested cases and shall have authority to issue other orders as 

provided by law or as delegated by the Commission. 
 
(c) The Executive Director may propose rules for publication in the Texas Register as delegated by the Commission. 
 
(d) The Executive Director may implement any emergency orders or proclamations issued by the Governor to suspend or 

amend existing statutes and rules.  The Executive Director will notify the Commission of the Department’s actions to 
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comply with the Governor’s emergency orders or proclamations. 
 
60.23. Commission and Executive Director--Imposing Sanctions and Penalties. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 

4326) 
 
(a) The Commission or Executive Director may deny a license application or license renewal, or suspend or revoke any 

license, if: 
 

(1) the license was obtained or attempted to be obtained by fraud or false representation; 
 

(2) any required documents submitted as part of the initial or renewal application packet are falsified; 
 

(3) the person refused to permit or interfered with an inspection or investigation by an authorized representative 
of the Commission or Executive Director; 

 
(4) the person permitted the use or display of his license by a person not authorized by law to use that license; 

 
(5) the person has been convicted of a crime or an offense that carries the possibility of confinement in a state or 

federal facility; or 
 

(6) the person violates a law establishing a regulatory program administered by the Department, or a rule or order 
of the Commission or the Department. 

 
(b) The Commission or Executive Director shall consider the factors set forth in Texas Occupations Code, §51.302(b) and 

may: 
 

(1) issue a written reprimand to the person that specifies the violation; 
 

(2) revoke, suspend, or deny the person's license; 
 

(3) place on probation a person whose license has been suspended; 
 

(4) refuse to renew the person’s license; or 
 

(5) impose administrative penalties on the person. 
 
(c) If the suspension of a license is probated, the Commission or Executive Director may require the person to: 
 

(1) report regularly to the Executive Director on matters that are the basis of the probation; 
 

(2) limit practice to the areas prescribed by the Commission or Executive Director; 
 

(3) complete professional education until the person attains a degree of skill satisfactory to the Commission or 
Executive Director in those areas that are the basis for the probation; or 

 
(4) complete any other remedial actions agreed to by the parties. 

 
(d) If a person has outstanding or unpaid administrative penalties, which were imposed by the Commission or the 

Executive Director, the Department may place a hold on the person’s license and the person will not be able to renew 
the license until the administrative penalties are paid. 

 
60.24. Advisory Boards. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective October 15, 2010, 35 TexReg 9079; 

amended effective January 14, 2013, 38 TexReg 136; amended effective October 17, 2014, 39 TexReg 8075; amended effective 
October 1, 2016, 41 TexReg 7480) 

 
(a) Unless otherwise provided by law, the presiding officer of the commission, with the commission’s approval, shall 

appoint the members of each advisory board. 
 
(b) The purpose, duties, manner of reporting, and membership requirements of each advisory board are detailed in the 

statutes and rules of the specific program regulated by the department. 
 
(c) In accordance with Texas Government Code, §2110.008, the commission establishes the following periods during 
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which the advisory boards listed will continue in existence.  The automatic abolishment date of each advisory board 
will be the date listed for that board unless the commission subsequently establishes a different date: 

 
(1) Advisory Board of Athletic Trainers--09/01/2024; 

 
(2) Advisory Board on Barbering--09/01/2024; 
 
(3) Advisory Board on Cosmetology—09/01/2024; 

 
(4) Architectural Barriers Advisory Committee--09/01/2024; 

 
(5) Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Contractors Advisory Board--09/01/2024; 

 
(6) Auctioneer Education Advisory Board--09/01/2024; 

 
(7) Board of Boiler Rules--09/01/2024; 
 
(8) Combative Sports Advisory Board--09/01/2024; 
 
(9) Dietitians Advisory Board—09/01/2024; 
 
(10) Dyslexia Therapists and Practitioners Advisory Committee--09/01/2024; 

 
(11) Electrical Safety and Licensing Advisory Board--09/01/2024;  

 
(12) Elevator Advisory Board--09/01/2024;  
 
(13) Hearing Instrument Fitters and Dispensers Advisory Board--09/01/2024; 
 
(14) Licensed Breeders Advisory Committee--09/01/2024; 
 
(15) Midwives Advisory Board--09/01/2024; 

 
(16) Orthotists and Prosthetists Advisory Board--09/01/2024; 

 
(17) Polygraph Advisory Committee--09/01/2024;  

 
(18) Property Tax Consultants Advisory Council--09/01/2024;  

 
(19) Speech-Language Pathologists and Audiologists Advisory Board--09/01/2024;  
 
(20) Texas Tax Professional Advisory Committee--09/01/2024; 

 
(21) Towing, Storage, and Booting Advisory Board--09/01/2024;  

 
(22) Used Automotive Parts Recycling Advisory Board--09/01/2024;  

 
(23) Vehicle Protection Product Warrantor Advisory Board--09/01/2024;  

 
(24) Water Well Drillers Advisory Council--09/01/2024; and  

 
(25) Weather Modification Advisory Committee--09/01/2024. 

 
Subchapter C.  License Applications. 

 
60.30. Initial License Applications. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) All license applications must be submitted on Department-approved forms. 
 
(b) An applicant must complete all licensure requirements within one year of the date the application is received by the 

Department, or the application shall be deemed void. 
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(c) If the applicant does not meet the deadline established in subsection (b), the applicant must reapply for a new license by 
complying with the requirements and procedures, including any examination requirements and payment of fees. 

 
60.31. License Renewal Applications. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) All license renewal applications must be submitted on Department-approved forms. 
 
(b) A license holder will be notified by the Department, not later than the 30th day before the date a person’s license is 

scheduled to expire, of impending expiration of the license. 
 
(c) Non-receipt of a license renewal notice from the Department does not exempt a person from any requirements of this 

chapter or the chapter governing the specific program. 
 
(d) To renew and maintain continuous licensure, the license holder must complete all of the renewal requirements under 

this chapter and the chapter governing the specific program, including continuing education requirements, prior to the 
expiration of the license. 

 
(e) A complete renewal application, along with applicable fees, must be filed with the Department or postmarked prior to 

license expiration to avoid payment of a late renewal fee. 
 
(f) Any continuing education that is required to be fulfilled as part of the renewal application must be completed prior to 

the license expiration date to avoid payment of a late renewal fee. 
 
(g) A late renewal, if available, means the license holder will have an unlicensed period from the expiration date of the 

expired license to the issuance date of the renewed license.  During the unlicensed period, a person may not perform 
any act that requires a license under this chapter or the chapter governing the specific program. 

 
(h) A license holder must complete all license renewal requirements within one year of the date the license expires, or the 

renewal application shall be deemed void. 
 
(i) If the licensee does not meet the deadline established in subsection (h), the person must reapply for a new license by 

complying with the requirements and procedures, including any examination requirements and payment of fees. 
 
60.33. Temporary License Applications. (New section adopted effective August 15, 2013, 38 TexReg 5059) 
 
(a) This section applies to an applicant who has met all the requirements for an initial license issued under a law 

administered by the department. 
 
(b) The department may issue a temporary license to an applicant described under subsection (a) who: 
 

(1) submits a completed application on a department-approved form; and 
 

(2) pays the initial license application fees. 
 
(c) A temporary license expires upon an applicant’s receipt of the initial license, but no later than 21 days after the date of 

issuance of the temporary license. 
 
(d) A temporary license is not renewable. 
 
60.34. Substantially Equivalent License Requirements. (New section adopted effective January 1, 2014, 38 TexReg 9502; amended 

effective January 1, 2016, 40 TexReg 9119) 
 
(a) This section is applicable for: 
 

(1) programs that have statutory authority to review and consider “substantially equivalent” license requirements 
of other states or jurisdictions; or 

 
(2) applicants who are military service members, military veterans, or military spouses and who are applying for 

a license under Subchapter K. 
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(b) Based on the specific license, a license holder from another state or jurisdiction may be eligible for a Texas license if 
the other state or jurisdiction has licensing requirements that are substantially equivalent to the Texas licensing 
requirements. 

 
(c) The department will review and evaluate the following criteria in determining “substantially equivalent” as it relates to 

and is applicable to a specific license: 
 

(1) Education requirements--including the amount of time (hours, months or years) or credits needed to complete 
the course/program/curriculum; 

 
(2) Examination requirements--including whether the other state or jurisdiction requires an applicant to pass any 

examinations in order to obtain the license, the type of examinations (written, practical or both), and whether 
the applicant passed the required examinations in the other state or jurisdiction; 

 
(3) Experience requirements--including the length of time that the applicant has held a license in another state, 

and the amount of time (hours, months or years) the applicant has worked either independently or under the 
supervision of another licensee as defined by statute or rule for a specific license; 

 
(4) Training requirements--including training through apprenticeship programs or on-the-job training, as those 

terms are defined by statute or rule for a specific license; and 
 

(5) License requirements--including scope of work authorized to be performed under the license issued by the 
other state or jurisdiction, and the length of time that the applicant has held a license in another state or 
jurisdiction. 

 
60.35. Determining the Amount of Experience, Service, Training, or Education. (New section adopted effective January 1, 

2014, 38 TexReg 9502; amended effective January 1, 2016, 40 TexReg 9119) 
 
(a) This section is applicable for: 
 

(1) programs that have statutory authority to review and determine an applicant’s experience, service, training or 
education toward meeting the licensing requirements of a specific license; or 

 
(2) applicants who are military service members, military veterans, or military spouses and who are applying for 

a license under Subchapter K. 
 
(b) The amount of experience, service, training or education, in terms of time, will be determined as follows: 
 

(1) an equivalent amount of time (hours, months or years) will be credited toward meeting the required amount 
of time for a specific license; or  

 
(2) the amount of time will be applied as specified by statute or rule for a specific license. 

 
(c) An applicant will receive credit for the amount of time incurred in training or in performing the specific work, duties or 

functions that are applicable for a specific license.  The time credited may be limited to a maximum amount of time 
(hours, months or years) as specified by statute or rule for a specific license or may be less than the total amount of 
time (hours, months or years) the applicant has submitted for consideration. 

 
Subchapter D.  Criminal History and License Eligibility 

 
60.40. License Eligibility for Persons with Criminal Convictions. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended 

effective July 1, 2010, 35 TexReg 5525; amended effective October 15, 2010, 35 TexReg 9080) 
 
(a) Texas Occupations Code, Chapter 53 provides that the commission or executive director may suspend or revoke an 

existing license, disqualify a person from receiving a license, or deny a person the opportunity to be examined for a 
license if the person has been convicted of an offense listed under §53.021(a) or has a deferred adjudication that 
qualifies as a conviction under §53.021(d).  Any such action shall be made after consideration of the factors listed in 
Texas Occupations Code, §53.022 and §53.023 and the guidelines issued by the department under §53.025. 

 
(b) A person who is incarcerated because of a felony conviction is not eligible to obtain a license or renew a previously 

issued license under this chapter or any statute governing a program regulated by the department. 
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(c) Revocation Waiting Periods. 
 

(1) A person whose license is revoked by operation of law under Texas Occupations Code §53.021(b) must wait 
until release from imprisonment before applying for a new license. 

 
(2) A person whose license is revoked by order of the commission or the executive director must wait one year 

from the date of revocation before applying for a new license. 
 
60.41. License Eligibility for Persons with Deferred Adjudications or Non-Conviction Activities. (Adopted effective July 1, 

2010, 35 TexReg 5525) 
 
(a) The commission may suspend, deny, revoke, or refuse to renew a license, if the commission determines a deferred 

adjudication makes the applicant or licensee unfit for the license.  In making this determination, the commission shall 
consider the factors set forth in Texas Occupations Code §53.022 and §53.023 and the guidelines issued by the 
department under §53.025. 

 
(b) The commission may determine a person ineligible for a license based on criminal history or other information that 

indicates lack of honesty, trustworthiness, or integrity to hold a license. 
 
60.42. Criminal History Evaluation Letters. (Adopted effective July 1, 2010, 35 TexReg 5525) 
 
(a) Pursuant to Texas Occupations Code Chapter 51, §51.4012 and Chapter 53, Subchapter D, a person may request the 

department issue a criminal history evaluation letter regarding the person’s eligibility for a specific occupational license 
regulated by the department. 

 
(b) A person may request the department issue an evaluation letter regarding whether the person may be eligible for a 

license if the person has a conviction or deferred adjudication for a felony or misdemeanor offense, or if there is other 
information that indicates that the person may lack the honesty, trustworthiness or integrity to hold a license issued by 
the department. 

 
(c) To request an evaluation letter, the person must: 
 

(1) submit the request using a department-approved form; and 
 

(2) pay the required fee of $25. 
 
(d) A person must submit a separate evaluation letter request and fee for each specific occupational license in which the 

department will evaluate the person’s eligibility. 
 
(e) An evaluation request is not considered to be a complete request until all required information is received.  No 

evaluation letter will be issued for an incomplete request.  The entire process from receipt of the completed request to 
the issuance of an evaluation letter will not exceed 90 days. 

 
(f) The department will issue an evaluation letter in response to each criminal history evaluation letter request.  The 

evaluation letter will state the department’s determination on each ground of potential ineligibility. 
 
(g) The department is not bound by its determination if: 
 

(1) the requestor fails to disclose known information that is relevant to the evaluation; or 
 

(2) there is a change in the person’s circumstances after the evaluation letter is issued. 
 
(h) The department’s determination is not a contested case under Government Code, Chapter 2001, and the determination 

may not be appealed.  The department’s determination does not prohibit or prevent a person from enrolling or attending 
an educational program, taking a licensing examination, or applying for a license. 

 
Subchapter E.  Examinations. 

 
60.50. Examination Rescheduling. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
A person may reschedule an examination at no charge if the person: 
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(1) notifies the examination provider at least two days prior to the date of the examination; or 
 

(2) provides the Department, as soon as possible, with documentation acceptable to the Department of the 
person’s inability to take the examination because of an emergency. 

 
60.51. Examination Fee Refund. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
To obtain a refund of an examination fee, a person who is unable to take the examination must: 
 

(1) provide written notice to the Department not less than 10 days prior to the date of the examination; or 
 

(2) provide the Department, as soon as possible, with documentation acceptable to the Department of the 
person’s inability to take the examination because of an emergency. 

 
60.52. Examination Security. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) When an examination is required to obtain a license, an applicant or prospective applicant may make use of only such 

assistance as is available and authorized for all persons taking the examination.  A person who uses or provides 
unauthorized assistance in connection with an examination violates this section.  Conduct that violates this section 
includes but is not limited to the following: 

 
(1) obtaining or attempting to obtain from any source examination questions or answers for use by an applicant, 

prospective applicant, or any other person, including a person associated with a school or examination 
preparation course; 

 
(2) providing or attempting to provide examination questions or answers to an applicant, prospective applicant, 

or any other person, including a person associated with a school or examination preparation course; 
 

(3) presenting a falsified or fraudulent document to gain entry to an examination; 
 

(4) presenting a falsified or fraudulent document concerning an individual’s results from an examination; 
 

(5) taking an examination for another person; 
 

(6) as an applicant or prospective applicant, knowingly allowing another person to take an examination for the 
applicant or prospective applicant; 

 
(7) while taking an examination, using any materials not authorized by the Department or testing service for use 

in the examination, including but not limited to notes or study aides; 
 

(8) bringing to the examination site or leaving the examination site with examination questions or answers 
obtained from the current examination or from previous examination attempts; 

 
(9) while taking an examination, communicating with any person, other than an authorized representative of the 

Department or testing service, about the examination; or 
 

(10) for open book examinations, bringing any materials into the examination, including hand-written notes in 
approved reference materials, other than those materials approved by the Department or testing service. 

 
(b) The contents of any examination that is required for the issuance of a Department license are confidential. 
 
60.53. Access to Examinations. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) Reasonable accommodation for examinations will be made available as required by the Americans with Disabilities 

Act of 1990, Public Law 101-336. 
 
(b) Upon request, examinations may be offered in a foreign language at the expense of the requestor. 
 
60.54. Examination Results. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) Examination results are valid for one year from the date of the examination, unless stated otherwise in specific program 

statutes or rules. 
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(b) An applicant who fails to meet the time period prescribed by subsection (a) must reapply to retake the examination. 
 

Subchapter F.  Fees. 
 
60.80. Program Fees. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) Most fees set by the Commission are published in the rules relating to the statutes assigned to the Department.  These 

program fees include fees for initial applications, renewals, duplicate licenses, examinations, and any other fees 
specific to a particular program. 

 
(b) All program fees are non-refundable unless stated otherwise. 
 
60.81. Charges for Providing Copies of Public Information. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
In providing public information the Department adheres to the standards for cost of copies as adopted under Title 1, TAC, Part 3, 
Chapter 70, §§70.1-70.12. 
 
60.82. Dishonored Payment Device. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective August 15, 2014, 39 TexReg 

5746) 
 
If a payment device issued to the department is dishonored by a payor, the department shall charge a fee of $50 to the issuer or 
endorser for processing the dishonored payment device. The department shall notify the obligor, issuer or endorser of the fee by 
sending a request for payment of the dishonored payment device and the processing fee by certified mail to the last known 
address of the person or licensee as shown in the records of the department. If the department has sent a request for payment in 
accordance with the provisions of this section, the failure of the obligor, issuer or endorser to pay the processing fee within 15 
days after the department has mailed the request is a violation of this chapter and subjects the licensee and the person to 
administrative enforcement proceedings including license revocation. 
 
60.83. Late Renewal Fees. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective January 16, 2012, 37 TexReg 111; 

amended effective January 1, 2014, 38 TexReg 9502) 
 
(a) A person whose license has been expired for 90 days or less may renew the license by paying a late renewal fee equal 

to 1 and 1/2 times the renewal fee. 
 
(b) A person whose license has been expired for more than 90 days but less than 18 months may renew the license by 

paying a late renewal fee equal to two times the renewal fee. 
 
(c) A person whose license has been expired for more than 18 months but less than three years may request that the 

executive director approve the license by submitting information sufficient to show just cause for the late renewal and 
paying to the department a renewal fee equal to two times the normally required renewal fee. 

 
(d) A person paying a late renewal fee is not required to pay the renewal fee in addition to the late renewal fee. 
 

Subchapter G.  Rulemaking. 
 
60.100. Rulemaking. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
The Commission and the Department will follow the rulemaking procedures established in the Administrative Procedures Act 
(Texas Government Code, Chapter 2001), except when §60.101 is applicable. 
 
60.101. Negotiated Rulemaking. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) It is the Commission’s policy to engage in negotiated rulemaking procedures under Texas Government Code, Chapter 

2008, when appropriate.  When the Commission finds that proposed rules are likely to be complex, or controversial, or 
to affect disparate groups, negotiated rulemaking may be proposed. 

 
(b) When negotiated rulemaking is proposed, the Commission will appoint a convener to assist in determining whether it is 

advisable to proceed.  The convener shall perform the duties and responsibilities contained in Texas Government Code, 
Chapter 2008. 

 
(c) If the convener recommends proceeding with negotiated rulemaking and the Commission adopts the recommendation, 
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the Department shall initiate negotiated rulemaking according to the provisions of Texas Government Code, Chapter 
2008. 

 
60.102. Petition for Adoption of Rules. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective February 15, 2016, 41 

TexReg 793) 
 
(a) Any interested person may request adoption of a rule(s) by submitting a letter of request to the department with a draft 

of the rule(s) attached. At a minimum the request should contain: 
 

(1) items to be deleted bracketed or lined through; 
 

(2) items added underlined; and 
 

(3) the rationale for the requested rule change. 
 
(b) For purposes of this section, the term “interested person” shall have the meaning given in Government Code, 

§2001.021. 
 
(c) The department shall respond to a letter of request for adoption of a rule in accordance with Government Code, 

§2001.021. 
 

Subchapter H.  Complaint Handling. 
 
60.200. Complaints. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) Complaints against a person or entity regulated by the Department are accepted in all forms, and under all 

circumstances, except as provided under subsection (b). 
 
(b) A complaint must be filed within two years of the event giving rise to the complaint.  Complaints filed after the above 

stated period will not be accepted by the Department unless the complainant can show good cause to the Executive 
Director for the late filing. 

 
(c) Unless stated otherwise in the statutes or rules governing a specific program regulated by the Department, the 

Executive Director shall require license holders to notify consumers and service recipients of the name, mailing 
address, and telephone numbers of the Department for purposes of directing complaints to the Department.  The 
notification shall be included on: 

 
(1) the written contract for services of an individual or entity regulated by the Department; 

 
(2) a sign prominently displayed in the place of business of each individual or entity regulated by the Department 

if the consumers or service recipients must visit the place of business for said service or products; and 
 

(3) a bill for service provided by an individual or entity regulated by the Department. 
 

Subchapter I.  Contested Cases. 
 
60.300. Purpose and Scope.  (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective February 15, 2016, 41 TexReg 793) 
 
(a) Unless otherwise provided by the Texas Occupations Code; by the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), Government 

Code Chapter 2001; by the rules of the State Office of Administrative Hearings (SOAH), 1 TAC Chapter 155; by other 
law; or by the provisions of this chapter, this subchapter governs the institution, conduct, and determination of all 
contested cases under the APA. 

 
(b) SOAH acquires jurisdiction over a contested case at certain stages of the adjudicative matter, as prescribed under the 

APA.  SOAH’s rules of procedure, 1 TAC Chapter 155, govern during the period when SOAH has jurisdiction over the 
contested case. 

 
(c) In the case of a conflict between SOAH’s rules of procedure and the rules in this subchapter, SOAH’s rules of 

procedure control for the time period starting after the Request to Docket Case form has been filed and concluding after 
the final amendments or corrections to the proposal for decision have been filed. 

 
(d) The rules in this subchapter shall not be construed so as to enlarge, diminish, modify, or otherwise alter the jurisdiction, 
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powers, or authority of the commission, the executive director, or the substantive rights of any person or agency. 
 
60.302. Notice of Alleged Violation. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective February 15, 2016, 41 TexReg 

793) 
 
There is a rebuttable presumption that the Notice of Alleged Violation is received three days after it is mailed. 
 
60.304. Disposition by Agreement. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective February 15, 2016, 41 TexReg 

793) 
 
(a) Disposition by agreement of any contested case may be made by stipulation, agreed settlement, or consent order, unless 

precluded by law. 
 
(b) The commission may designate its chairperson or the executive director to adopt or reject stipulations, settlement 

agreements, or consent orders. 
 
(c) Parties agreeing to disposition by agreement shall prepare written stipulations, consent order, or settlement agreement, 

containing proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, which shall be signed by all the agreeing parties and their 
designated representatives. 

 
(d) Upon receipt of the written stipulations, consent order, or settlement agreement the executive director or the 

commission may: 
 

(1) adopt the written stipulations, consent order, or settlement agreement and issue a final order; 
 

(2) reject the written stipulations, consent order, or settlement agreement and remand the contested case for a 
hearing before SOAH; 

 
(3) reject the written stipulations, consent order, or settlement agreement and order further investigation by the 

department; or 
 

(4) take such other action as the executive director or the commission find just. 
 
60.305. Place and Nature of Hearings. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective February 15, 2016, 41 

TexReg 793) 
 
Every effort shall be made to conduct administrative hearings in Austin, Texas, to achieve the department’s mission to ensure 
effective and economical use of public resources while adhering to the provisions of 1 TAC §155.403. 
 
60.306. Request for Hearing and Defaults. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective October 15, 2010, 35 

TexReg 9081; amended effective February 15, 2016, 41 TexReg 793) 
 
(a) If, within twenty days after receiving a Notice of Alleged Violation, the respondent fails to accept the department’s 

determination and recommended administrative penalty, sanction, or both, or fails to make a written request for a 
hearing on the determination, the department may propose entry of a default order against the respondent unless 
otherwise provided by applicable law. There is a rebuttable presumption that notice is received three days after the 
notice was mailed. 

 
(b) Where a respondent fails to answer to the Notice of Alleged Violation, the department may present to the commission 

or the executive director a motion for default order along with a proposed default order containing findings of fact and 
conclusions of law. Respondents will be notified as to the time and place the motion for default order will be 
considered.  If a respondent attends at the time and place prescribed in the notice, an administrative hearing may be set. 

 
(c) After receiving a notice proposing denial of an application or a notice proposing denial of an opportunity to take an 

examination, an applicant may request a hearing in writing within twenty days of receipt of the notice or forfeit the 
right to a hearing unless otherwise provided by applicable law. There is a rebuttable presumption that notice is received 
three days after the notice was mailed. 

 
(d) Any document served upon a party is prima facie evidence of receipt if it is directed to the party’s last known complete, 

correct address as shown by the department’s records. This presumption is rebuttable. Failure to claim properly 
addressed certified or registered mail will not support a finding of non-delivery. 

 
60.307. Hearing Costs. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective February 15, 2016, 41 TexReg 793) 
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(a) Costs associated with the contested case hearing before SOAH shall be determined according to the rules in 1 TAC 

§155.423 unless determined in accordance with subsection (b). 
 
(b) On the written request by a party to a case or on request of the ALJ, a written transcript of all or part of the proceedings 

shall be prepared. The cost of the transcript is borne by the requesting party. This section does not preclude the parties 
from agreeing to share the costs associated with the preparation of a transcript. If only the ALJ requests a transcript, 
costs will be assessed to the respondent(s) or applicant(s), as appropriate. 

 
60.308. Proposals for Decision. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective February 15, 2016, 41 TexReg 793) 
 
Proposed decisions for contested cases issued by a SOAH ALJ shall be brought before the commission for decision, in 
accordance with the APA. 
 
60.310. Final Orders. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective February 15, 2016, 41 TexReg 793) 
 
(a) A decision or order in a contested case shall be in writing and shall be signed by the commission, the executive director 

or both, as applicable.  
 
(b) A party who appeals a final decision in a contested case must pay all costs for the preparation of the original or a 

certified copy of the record of the agency proceeding that is required to be transmitted to the reviewing court. 
 
60.311. Corrected Orders. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326; amended effective February 15, 2016, 41 TexReg 793) 
 
The executive director may enter a corrected order to correct a clerical mistake in an order of the commission. 
 

Subchapter J.  Mediation for Contested Cases. 
 
60.400. Alternative Dispute Resolution--Mediation. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
In addition to the procedures under §60.304, the Department uses mediation as an alternative method for resolving contested 
cases consistent with Texas Government Code, Chapters 2001 and 2009; Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code, Chapter 154; 
and the model guidelines for the use of ADR by state agencies developed by SOAH. 
 
60.401. Referral of Contested Matter for Mediation. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
The Department’s Director of Enforcement, on behalf of the Department, may seek to resolve a contested matter through 
mediation involving all parties, and if so, shall refer the matter for mediation in accordance with this subchapter. 
 
60.402. Appointment of Mediator. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) For each matter referred for mediation, the ADR Administrator shall: 
 

(1) preside over the mediation proceeding, 
 

(2) assign a Departmental mediator, 
 

(3) appoint a mediator from another state agency, or 
 

(4) appoint a  private mediator. 
 
(b) A private mediator may be appointed provided that: 
 

(1) the parties unanimously agree to use a private mediator; 
 

(2) the parties unanimously agree to the selection of the person to serve as the private mediator; and 
 

(3) the private mediator agrees to be subject to the direction of the ADR Administrator and to all time limits 
imposed by the ADR Administrator, statute or regulation. 

 
(c) If a private mediator or a mediator from another state agency is used, the costs for the services of that mediator shall be 

apportioned equally among the parties, unless otherwise agreed upon by the parties, and shall be paid directly to the 
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private mediator or the other state agency. 
 
(d) Unless the parties agree otherwise in writing, each party shall be responsible for its own costs incurred in connection 

with the mediation, including without limitation, costs of document reproduction, attorney's fees, consultant fees and 
expert fees. 

 
(e) The ADR Administrator may assign a substitute or additional mediator to a proceeding as the ADR Administrator 

deems necessary. 
 
60.403. Qualifications of Mediators. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) All mediators must have completed a minimum of 40 hours of Texas mediation training as prescribed under Texas 

Civil Practices and Remedies Code, Chapter 154. 
 
(b) All mediators shall subscribe to the ethical guidelines for mediators adopted by the ADR Section of the State Bar of 

Texas. 
 
60.404. Disqualifications of Mediators. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) If the mediator is a SOAH ALJ, that person will not also sit as the ALJ for the case if the contested matter goes to 

hearing. 
 
(b) If the mediator is an employee of the Department and the dispute does not settle, that mediator will not have any further 

contact or involvement concerning the contested matter. 
 
60.405. Qualified Immunity of the Mediator. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
The mediator shall have the qualified immunity prescribed by the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code, §154.055, if 
applicable. 
 
60.406. Commencement of Mediation. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) Mediation may begin, at the discretion of the Director of Enforcement, anytime after the Department anticipates 

initiation of an adverse action against an applicant or respondent.  The Department may issue a Notice of Mediation 
along with a Notice of Alleged Violation or with a notice of a proposed denial of licensure or opportunity to take an 
examination.  Prior to the submission of a Request for Docket Case form to SOAH, and with agreement of all parties, 
the ADR Administrator may schedule mediation upon any party’s request. 

 
(b) After a Request for Docket Case form has been submitted to SOAH, the contested case is subject to SOAH’s 

procedures under 1 TAC §155, and it is at the discretion of the ALJ whether mediation may apply or may continue to 
apply to a contested case. 

 
60.407. Stipulations. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
When mediation does not result in the full settlement of a matter, the parties in conjunction with the mediator, may limit the 
contested issues through the entry of written stipulations.  Such stipulations shall be forwarded or formally presented to the ALJ 
assigned to conduct the contested case hearing on the merits and shall be made part of the hearing record. 
 
60.408. Agreements. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) All agreements between or among parties that are reached as a result of mediation must be committed to writing and 

the terms of the agreement will be incorporated in an order that is subject to approval by the Executive Director or 
Commission. 

 
(b) A final written agreement to which the Department is a signatory that is reached as a result of the mediation is subject 

to or excepted from required disclosure in accordance with Texas Government Code, Chapter 552. 
 
60.409. Confidentiality. (Adopted effective July 1, 2009, 34 TexReg 4326) 
 
(a) Except as provided in subsections (c) and (d), a communication relating to the subject matter made by a participant in 

mediation, whether before or after the institution of formal mediation proceedings, is confidential, is not subject to 
disclosure, and may not be used as evidence in any further proceeding. 
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(b) Any notes or records made regarding a mediation are confidential, and participants, including the mediator, may not be 

required to testify in any proceedings relating to or arising out of the matter in dispute or be subject to process requiring 
disclosure of confidential information or data relating to or arising out of the matter in dispute. 

 
(c) An oral communication or written material used in or made a part of a mediation process is admissible or discoverable 

only if it is admissible or discoverable independent of the mediation. 
 
(d) If this section conflicts with other legal requirements for disclosure of communications or materials, the issue of 

confidentiality may be presented to the judge to determine, in camera, whether the facts, circumstances, and context of 
the communications or materials sought to be disclosed warrant a protective order or whether the communications or 
materials are subject to disclosure. 

 
(e) All communications in the mediation between parties and between each party and the mediator are confidential.  No 

shared information will be given to the other party unless the party sharing the information explicitly gives the mediator 
permission to do so.  Material provided to the mediator will not be provided to other parties and will not be filed or 
become part of the contested case record.  All notes taken during the mediation conference will be destroyed at the end 
of the process. 

 
Subchapter K. Licensing Provisions Related to Military Service Members, Military Veterans, and Military Spouses. 

 
60.500. Military Subchapter. (New section adopted effective January 1, 2014, 38 TexReg 9502; amended effective January 1, 2016, 40 

TexReg 9119) 
 
This subchapter implements the provisions related to military service members, military veterans and military spouses under 
Texas Occupations Code, Chapter 51 and 55 and other statutes applicable to specific programs regulated by the commission and 
the department. 
 
60.501. Military Definitions. (New section adopted effective January 1, 2014, 38 TexReg 9502) 
 
The following words and terms, when used in this subchapter, have the following meanings. 
 
 (1) Active duty--Current full-time military service in the armed forces of the United States or active duty military 

service as a member of the Texas military forces, as defined by §437.001, Government Code, or similar 
military service of another state. The term does not include service performed exclusively for training, such 
as basic combat training, advanced individual training, annual training, inactive duty training, and special 
training periodically made available to service members. 

 
(2) Apprenticeship or apprenticeship program--This term has the same meaning as defined by statute or rule for a 

specific license. 
 

(3) Armed forces of the United States--The Army, Navy, Air Force, Coast Guard, or Marine Corps of the United 
States or a reserve unit of one of those branches of the armed forces. 

 
(4) Military service member--A person who is on active duty. 
 
(5) Military spouse--A person who is married to a military service member. 

 
(6) Military veteran--A person who has served on active duty and who was discharged or released from active 

duty. 
 

(7) Reserve unit of the armed forces of the United States--The Army National Guard of the United States, the Air 
National Guard of the United States, the Army Reserve, the Navy Reserve, the Air Force Reserve, the Coast 
Guard Reserve, and the Marine Corps Reserve. 

 
(8) Similar military service of another state--The state Army National Guard, state Air National Guard, or state 

guard. 
 
60.502. Determining the Amount of Military Experience, Service, Training, or Education. (New section adopted effective 

January 1, 2014, 38 TexReg 9502) 
 
(a) The amount of military experience, service, training or education, which an applicant submits for purposes of meeting 
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the licensing requirements of a specific license, will be determined in accordance with §60.35 and based on the 
experience, service, training, and education requirements as required by a specific license. 

 
(b) An applicant will receive credit for the amount of time incurred in training or in performing the specific work, duties, 

or functions that are applicable for a specific license.  The amount of time credited may be limited to a maximum 
amount of time (hours, months or years) as specified by statute or rule for a specific license or may be less than the 
total amount of time (hours, months or years) the applicant has served in the military. 

 
60.503. Exemption from Late Renewal Fees.  (New section adopted effective January 1, 2014, 38 TexReg 9502; amended effective 

January 1, 2016, 40 TexReg 9119) 
 
Pursuant to Texas Occupations Code §55.002, an individual who provides the department with satisfactory documentation that 
the individual was serving as a military service member during a license renewal period may renew that license by paying the 
renewal fee and is exempt from paying a late renewal fee. 
 
60.504. Extension of Certain Deadlines. (New section adopted effective January 1, 2014, 38 TexReg 9502; amended effective January 1, 

2016, 40 TexReg 9119) 
 
Pursuant to Texas Occupations Code, §55.003, a military service member whose license expired while on active duty is entitled 
to two years of additional time from the date of discharge to complete: 
 

(1) any continuing education requirements; and 
 

(2) any other requirement related to the renewal of the military service member’s license. 
 
60.510. License Requirements for Applicants with Military Experience, Service, Training, or Education. (New section 

adopted effective January 1, 2014, 38 TexReg 9502; amended effective January 1, 2016, 40 TexReg 9119) 
 
(a) This section implements Texas Occupations Code §§51.4013, 55.007, 55.008 (as redesignated by Senate Bill 1307 and 

Senate Bill 1296, 84th Legislature, Regular Session (2015)), 55.009 (as added by Senate Bill 807, 84th Legislature, 
Regular Session (2015)), and 1305.1645(a).  

 
(b) This section applies to a “military service member” and a “military veteran” as defined under §60.501. 
 
(c) An applicant under this section will be eligible to receive credit for verified military experience, service, training, or 

education in meeting the licensing requirements, other than an examination requirement, for a specific license issued by 
the department. 

 
(d) If an apprenticeship is required for a license issued by the department, the department will credit verified military 

experience, service, training, or education that is relevant to the occupation toward the apprenticeship requirements for 
the license. 

 
(e) An applicant who seeks to receive credit for verified military experience, service, training, or education must submit 

the following documentation: 
 

(1) completed license application and any supporting documents associated with the specific department license; 
and 

 
(2) completed Military Service Member, Military Veteran, or Military Spouse Supplemental Application and 

supporting documents including; 
 
 (A) copy of the military orders or documents showing proof of active duty status (for military service 

members); 
 

 (B) copy of the military orders or documents showing proof of veteran status (for military veterans); 
and 

 
 (C) copy of the military orders or documents showing the type and amount of related military 

experience, service, training, or education applicable to a specific license. 
 
(f) The amount of military experience, service, training, or education, which an applicant submits for purposes of meeting 

the licensing requirements of a specific license, will be determined in accordance with §60.502. 
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(g) The applicant under this section must still take and pass any applicable examination required for obtaining a specific 

license. 
 
(h) The initial license application fee and any examination fees paid to the department are waived for an applicant who 

meets the requirements under this section. The applicant is still responsible for paying any examination fees that are 
charged by a third-party examination vendor. 

 
(i) The applicant under this section must undergo and successfully pass a criminal history background check. 
 
(j) A military service member or military veteran who obtains a license under this section must comply with all of the 

license renewal requirements including fees for the specific license obtained. 
 
 
60.512. Expedited Alternative Requirements--Substantially Equivalent Licenses. (New section adopted effective January 1, 

2016, 40 TexReg 9119) 
 
(a) This section implements Texas Occupations Code §§55.004, 55.005, 55.006 and 55.009 (as added by Senate Bill 807, 

84th Legislature, Regular Session (2015)), as they relate to an applicant who holds a “substantially equivalent” license.   
 
(b) This section applies to a military service member, a military veteran, and a military spouse, as defined under §60.501. 
 
(c) An applicant under this section is eligible to obtain a license issued by the department if the applicant holds a current 

license issued by another jurisdiction that has licensing requirements that are substantially equivalent to the Texas 
licensing requirements. 

 
(d) The department will determine whether the licensing requirements of the other jurisdiction are substantially equivalent 

to the Texas requirements as prescribed under §60.34. 
 
(e) The following documentation must be submitted to apply for a license under this section: 
 
 (1) completed license application and any supporting documents associated with the specific department license; 
 
 (2) completed Military Service Member, Military Veteran, or Military Spouse Supplemental Application and 

supporting documents including; 
 
  (A) copy of the military orders or documents showing proof of active duty status (for military service 

member and military spouse); 
  

  (B) copy of the military orders or documents showing proof of veteran status (for military veteran); and  
 

  (C) copy of document showing proof of status as a military spouse (for military spouse); and 
 
 (3) copy of the applicant’s current occupational license from another jurisdiction. 
 
(f) The applicant who qualifies for a license under this section is not required to take and pass any applicable examination 

required for obtaining that specific license.   
 
(g) The initial license application fees paid to the department are waived for an applicant under this section.  
 
(h) The applicant under this section must undergo and successfully pass a criminal history background check. 
 
(i) An application under this section shall be expedited in accordance with Texas Occupations Code §55.005. 
 
(j) Pursuant to Texas Occupations Code §55.004(b) (as amended by Senate Bill 1307, 84th Legislature, Regular Session 

(2015)), the executive director may waive any prerequisite to obtaining a license for an applicant under this section 
after reviewing the applicant’s credentials. 

 
(k) Pursuant to Texas Occupations Code §55.004(c) (as amended by House Bill 3742, 84th Legislature, Regular Session 

(2015)), the executive director may issue a license by endorsement to an applicant under this section.  
 
(l) A military service member, military veteran, or military spouse who obtains a license under this section must comply 
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with all of the license renewal requirements including fees for the specific license obtained. 
 
60.514. Expedited Alternative Licensing Requirements--Previously Held Texas License. (New section adopted effective 

January 1, 2016, 40 TexReg 9119) 
 
(a) This section implements Texas Occupations Code §§55.004, 55.005, and 55.006, as they relate to an applicant who 

held the same Texas license within the last five years.  
 
(b) This section applies to a military service member, a military veteran, and a military spouse, as defined under §60.501. 
 
(c) An applicant under this section is eligible to obtain a license issued by the department if the applicant within the five 

years preceding the application date held the same license in Texas. 
 
(d) The following documentation must be submitted to apply for a license under this section: 
 
 (1) completed license application and any supporting documents associated with the specific department license; 

and 
 
 (2) completed Military Service Member, Military Veteran, or Military Spouse Supplemental Application and 

supporting documents including; 
 
  (A) copy of the military orders showing proof of active duty status (for military service member and 

military spouse); 
  

  (B) copy of the military orders or documents showing proof of veteran status (for military veteran); and 
 

  (C) copy of document showing proof of status as a military spouse (for military spouse). 
 
(e) The applicant who qualifies for a license under this section is not required to take and pass any applicable examination 

required for obtaining that specific license. 
 
(f) An applicant under this section must pay the license application fees associated with obtaining that specific license.   
 
(g) The applicant under this section must undergo and successfully pass a criminal history background check. 
 
(h) An application under this section shall be expedited in accordance with Texas Occupations Code §55.005. 
 
(i) Pursuant to Texas Occupations Code §55.004(b) (as amended by Senate Bill 1307, 84th Legislature, Regular Session 

(2015)), the executive director may waive any prerequisite to obtaining a license for an applicant under this section 
after reviewing the applicant’s credentials. 

 
(j) Pursuant to Texas Occupations Code §55.004(c) (as amended by House Bill 3742, 84th Legislature, Regular Session 

(2015)), the executive director may issue a license by endorsement to an applicant under this section.   
 
(k) A military service member, military veteran, or military spouse, who obtains a license under this section, must comply 

with all of the license renewal requirements including fees for the specific license obtained.   
 
60.516. Expedited Alternative Licensing Requirements--Demonstration of Competency by Alternative Methods. (New 

section adopted effective January 1, 2016, 40 TexReg 9119) 
 
(a) This section implements Texas Occupations Code §§55.004, 55.005, and 55.006, as they relate to an applicant that 

demonstrates competency by alternative methods.   
 
(b) This section applies to a military service member, a military veteran, and a military spouse, as defined under §60.501. 
 
(c) The department may allow an applicant under this section to demonstrate competency by alternative methods in order 

to meet the requirements for obtaining a specific license issued by the department.  For purposes of this section, the 
standard method of demonstrating competency is the specific examination, education, and/or experience required to 
obtain a specific license. 

 
(d) In lieu of the standard method(s) of demonstrating competency for a specific license and based on the applicant's 

circumstances, the alternative methods for demonstrating competency may include any combination of the following as 
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determined by the department: 
 
 (1) education; 
 
 (2) continuing education; 
 
 (3) examinations (written and/or practical); 
 
 (4) letters of good standing; 
 
 (5) letters of recommendation; 
 
 (6) work experience; or 
 
 (7) other methods approved or accepted by the executive director. 
 
(e) The following documentation must be submitted to apply for a license under this section: 
 
 (1) completed license application and any supporting documents associated with the specific department license; 
 
 (2) completed Military Service Member, Military Veteran, or Military Spouse Supplemental Application and 

supporting documents including; 
 
  (A) copy of the military orders showing proof of active duty status (for military service member and 

military spouse); 
  

  (B) copy of the military orders or documents showing proof of veteran status (for military veteran); and 
 

  (C) copy of document showing proof of status as a military spouse (for military spouse); and 
 

 (3) documents specified under subsection (d) that demonstrate the applicant’s competency and that will be 
evaluated by the department. 

 
(f) An applicant under this section must pay the license application fees associated with obtaining that specific license.   
 
(g) The applicant under this section must undergo and successfully pass a criminal history background check. 
 
(h) An application under this section shall be expedited in accordance with Texas Occupations Code §55.005. 
 
(i) A military service member, military veteran, or military spouse, who obtains a license under this section, must comply 

with all of the license renewal requirements including fees for the specific license obtained.   
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CHAPTER 301. WEATHER MOFICATION AND CONTROL 

SUBCHAPTER A.  GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Section 301.001. Definitions. 
 
In this chapter:  
 

(1) "Commission" has the meaning assigned by Section 51.001, Occupations Code. 
 

(2) "Department" has the meaning assigned by Section 51.001, Occupations Code. 
 

(2-a) "Executive Director" means the executive director of the department. 
 

(3) "Operation" means the performance of weather modification and control activities entered into for the 
purpose of producing or attempting to produce a certain modifying effect within one geographical area 
over one continuing time interval not exceeding four years. 

 
(4) "Research and development" means theoretical analysis, exploration, experimentation, and the 

extension of investigative findings and theories of a scientific or technical nature into practical 
application for experimental and demonstration purposes, including the experimental production and 
testing of models, devices, equipment, materials, and processes. 

 
(5) "Weather modification and control" means changing or controlling, or attempting to change or control, 

by artificial methods the natural development of atmospheric cloud forms or precipitation forms that 
occur in the troposphere. 

 
(6) "Weather modification and control program" means the research, development, licensing, and 

permitting and other associated activities to be administered by the Texas Department of Licensing and 
Regulation. 

 

Section 301.002. Applicability of Other Law. 
 
Sections 51.404 and 51.405, Occupations Code do not apply to this chapter. 
 

SUBCHAPTER B.  POWERS AND DUTIES OF DEPARTMENT 

Section 301.051. Rules. 
 
The commission may adopt rules necessary to: 
 

(1) exercise the powers and perform the duties under this chapter; 
 

(2) establish procedures and conditions for the issuance of licenses and permits under this chapter; and 
 

(3) establish standards and instructions to govern the carrying out of research or projects in weather 
modification and control that the commission considers necessary or desirable to minimize danger to 
health or property. 

Section 301.052. Studies; Investigations; Hearings. 
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The department may make any studies or investigations, obtain any information, and hold any hearings necessary or 
proper to administer or enforce this chapter or any rules or orders issued under this chapter. 

Section 301.053. Advisory Committees. 
 
The commission may establish advisory committees to advise the commission and to make recommendations to the 
commission concerning legislation, policies, administration, research, and other matters related to the duties, powers, or 
functions of the department under this chapter.  If the commission establishes an advisory committee under this section, 
the presiding officer of the commission, with the commission’s approval, shall appoint a member of the committee to 
serve as the presiding officer of the committee for a two-year term. 

Section 301.054. Personnel. 
 
The executive director may, as provided by the General Appropriations Act, appoint and fix the compensation of any 
personnel, including specialists and consultants, necessary to perform duties and functions under this chapter. 

Section 301.055. Materials and Equipment. 
 
The department may acquire in the manner provided by law any materials, equipment, and facilities necessary to the 
performance of its duties and functions under this chapter. 

Section 301.056. Interstate Compacts. 
 
The commission may represent the state in matters pertaining to plans, procedures, or negotiations for interstate compacts 
relating to weather modification and control. 

Section 301.057. Contracts and Cooperative Agreements. 
 
(a) The department may cooperate with public or private agencies to promote the purposes of this chapter. 
 
(b) The department may enter into cooperative agreements with the United States or any of its agencies, with 

counties and municipalities of this state, or with any private or public agencies for conducting weather 
modification or cloud-seeding operations. 

 
(c) The department may represent the state, counties, municipalities, and public and private agencies in contracting 

with private concerns for the performance of weather modification or cloud-seeding operations. 

Section 301.058. Promotion of Research and Development. 
 
(a) In order to assist in expanding the theoretical and practical knowledge of weather modification and control, the 

department shall promote continuous research and development in: 
 

(1) the theory and development of methods of weather modification and control, including processes, 
materials, and devices related to these methods; 

 
(2) the use of weather modification and control for agricultural, industrial, commercial, and other 

purposes; and 
 

(3) the protection of life and property during research and operational activities. 
 
(b) The department with approval of the commission may conduct and may contract for research and development 
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activities relating to the purposes of this section. 

Section 301.059. Grants and Gifts. 
 
Subject to any limitations imposed by law, the department may accept federal grants, private gifts, and donations from 
any other source.  Unless the use of the money is restricted or subject to any limitations provided by law, the department 
may spend the money for the administration of this chapter. 

Section 301.060. Disposition of License and Permit Fees. 
 
The department shall deposit all license and permit fees in the state treasury. 
 

SUBCHAPTER C.  LICENSES AND PERMITS 

Section 301.101. License and Permit Required. 
 
Except as provided by rule of the commission under Section 301.102, a person may not engage in activities for weather 
modification and control: 
 

(1) without a weather modification license and weather modification permit issued by the department; or 
 

(2) in violation of any term or condition of the license or permit. 

Section 301.102. Exemptions. 
 
(a) The commission by rule, to the extent it considers exemptions practical, shall provide for exempting the 

following activities from the license and permit requirements of this chapter: 
 

(1) research, development, and experiments conducted by state and federal agencies, institutions of higher 
learning, and bona fide nonprofit research organizations; 

 
(2) laboratory research and experiments; 

 
(3) activities of an emergent nature for protection against fire, frost, sleet, or fog; and 

 
(4) activities normally conducted for purposes other than inducing, increasing, decreasing, or preventing 

precipitation or hail. 
 
(b) The commission by rule may modify or revoke an exemption. 

Section 301.103. Issuance of License. 
 
(a) The department, in accordance with the rules adopted under this chapter, shall issue a weather modification 

license to each applicant who: 
 

(1) pays the license fee; and 
 

(2) demonstrates, to the satisfaction of the department, competence in the field of meteorology that is 
reasonably necessary to engage in weather modification and control activities. 

 
(b) If the applicant is an organization, the competence must be demonstrated by the individual or individuals who 
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are to be in control and in charge of the operation for the applicant. 

Section 301.105. Expiration Date. 
 
Each original or renewal license expires at the end of the state fiscal year for which it was issued. 

Section 301.106. Renewal License. 
 
At the expiration of the license period, the department shall issue a renewal license to each applicant who pays the license 
fee and who has the qualifications necessary for issuance of an original license. 

Section 301.107. Issuance of Permit. 
 
(a) The department, in accordance with the rules adopted under this chapter and on a finding that the weather 

modification and control operation as proposed in the permit application will not significantly dissipate the 
clouds and prevent their natural course of developing rain in the area in which the operation is to be conducted 
to the material detriment of persons or property in that area, and after approval at an election if governed by 
Subchapter D, may issue a weather modification permit to each applicant who: 

 
(1) holds a valid weather modification license; 

 
(2) pays the permit fee; 

 
(3) publishes a notice of intention and submits proof of publication as required by this chapter; and 

 
(4) furnishes proof of financial responsibility. 

 
(b) The department shall, if requested by at least 25 persons, hold at least one public hearing in the area where the 

operation is to be conducted prior to the issuance of a permit. 

Section 301.109. Scope of Permit. 
 
A separate permit is required for each operation.  If an operation is to be conducted under contract, a permit is required 
for each separate contract.  The department may not issue a permit for a contracted operation unless it covers a 
continuous period not to exceed four years. 

Section 301.110. Application and Notice of Intention. 
 
Before undertaking any operation, a license holder must file an application for a permit and have a notice of intention 
published as required by this chapter. 

Section 301.111. Content of Notice. 
  
In the notice of intention, the applicant must include: 
 

(1) the name and address of the license holder; 
 

(2) the nature and object of the intended operation and the person or organization on whose behalf it is to 
be conducted; 

 
(3) the area in which and the approximate time during which the operation is to be conducted; 
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(4) the area that is intended to be affected by the operation; and 

 
(5) the materials and methods to be used in conducting the operation. 

Section 301.112. Publication of Notice. 
 
The notice of intention required under Section 301.110 must be published at least once a week for three consecutive 
weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in each county in which the operation is to be conducted. 

Section 301.113. Proof of Publication; Affidavit. 
 
The applicant shall file proof of the publication, together with the publishers' affidavits, with the department during the 
15-day period immediately after the date of the last publication. 

Section 301.114. Proof of Financial Responsibility. 
 
Proof of financial responsibility is made by showing to the satisfaction of the department that the license holder has the 
ability to respond in damages for liability that might reasonably result from the operation for which the permit is sought. 

Section 301.115. Modification of Permit. 
 
The department may modify the terms and conditions of a permit if: 
 

(1) the license holder is first given notice and a reasonable opportunity for a hearing on the need for a 
modification; and 

 
(2) it appears to the department that a modification is necessary to protect the health or property of any 

person. 

Section 301.116. Scope of Activity. 
 
Once a permit is issued, the license holder shall confine the license holder's activities substantially within the limits of 
time and area specified in the notice of intention, except to the extent that the limits are modified by the department.  The 
license holder shall comply with any terms and conditions of the permit as originally issued or as subsequently modified 
by the department. 

Section 301.117. Records and Reports. 
 
(a) A license holder shall keep a record of each operation conducted under a permit, showing: 
 

(1) the method employed; 
 

(2) the type of equipment used; 
 

(3) the kind and amount of each material used; 
 

(4) the times and places the equipment is operated; 
 

(5) the name and mailing address of each individual, other than the license holder, who participates or 
assists in the operation; and 
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(6) other information required by the department. 

 
(b) The department shall require written reports covering each operation, whether the operation is exempt or 

conducted under a permit.  A license holder shall submit a written report at the time and in the manner required 
by the department. 

 
(c) All information on an operation shall be submitted to the department before it is released to the public. 
 
(d) The reports and records in the custody of the department shall be kept open for public inspection. 
 

SUBCHAPTER D.  ELECTION FOR APPROVAL OF PERMIT THAT INCLUDES AUTHORIZATION 
FOR HAIL SUPPRESSION 

Section 301.151. Definitions. 
 
(a) In this subchapter: 
 

(1) “Operational area” means that area that joins the target area and is reasonably necessary to use in order 
to effectuate the purposes over the target area without affecting the land or land owners in the 
operational area. 

 
(2) “Target area” means that area described by metes and bounds or other specific bounded description set 

out in the application for a permit. 
 
(b) The commission by rule shall define hail suppression as used in this subchapter, using the most current 

scientifically accepted technological concepts. 

Section 301.152. Operational Area. 
 
(a) No part of an operational area may be more than eight miles from the limits of the target area. 
 
(b) The operational area must be described by metes and bounds or other specific bounded description and set out 

in the application for a permit. 
 
(c) If the application for a permit does not describe the operational area, the department may designate an area 

located inside and up to eight miles from the limits of the target area described in the application as the 
operational area of the permit for the purposes of this chapter. 

Section 301.153. Date of Permit Issuance; Permit Area. 
 
A permit may not be issued by the department before the end of the 30-day period immediately following the first 
publication of notice and then only in: 
 

(1) those counties or parts of counties in the target area or operational area in which the majority of the 
qualified voters voting have approved or have not disapproved the issuance of a permit if an election 
has been held; or 

 
(2) any county or part of a county in the target area or operational area if no petition for an election has 

been filed. 
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Section 301.154. Eligible Voters. 
 
(a) Persons eligible to vote in elections held under this subchapter shall include qualified voters in counties or parts 

of counties included in the target area or operational area. 
 
(b) If the target area or operational area for a permit including authorization for hail suppression includes only part 

of a county, an election held under this subchapter may be held only in the election precincts that are included 
entirely within or are partially included in those areas, and only those qualified voters residing in an election 
precinct or precints of the county included in the target area of operational area are eligible to sign a petition 
and to vote at an election under this subchapter.  In computing the vote, only a majority of qualified voters 
residing in those areas and voting in the election is necessary to carry the proposition in that county. 

Section 301.155. Application for Petition Seeking Election. 
 
(a) On written request of at least 25 qualified voters residing in the target area or operational area mentioned in the 

notice requesting an election accompanied by unsigned petitions, the county clerk of each county within the 
target area or operational area shall certify and mark for identification petitions for circulation. 

 
(b) An application for a petition seeking an election to disapprove the issuance of a permit must: 
 

(1) be headed "Application for Election to Disapprove a Weather Modification Permit"; and 
 

(2) contain the following statement just ahead of the signatures of the applicants:  "It is the hope, purpose, 
and intent of the applicants whose signatures appear on this application to see disapproved the 
issuance of a permit for weather modification, including hail suppression." 

 
(c) An application for a petition seeking an election to approve the issuance of a permit must: 
 

(1) be headed "Application for Election to Approve a Weather Modification Permit"; and 
 

(2) contain the following statement just ahead of the signatures of the applicants:  "It is the hope, purpose, 
and intent of the applicants whose signatures appear on this application to see approved the issuance of 
a permit for weather modification, including hail suppression." 

Section 301.156. Election on Petition. 
 
(a) On the return to the county clerks of petitions signed by at least 10 percent of the qualified voters residing in 

each county within the target area or operational area in the notice requesting an election, the commissioners 
court of each county shall call and hold an election.  Notice under Chapter 111, Local Government Code, of the 
commissioners court meeting to call and hold the election is not required.  The date of the election shall be 
determined by the commissioners court in accordance with this subchapter, notwithstanding Sections 41.004 
and 41.0041, Election Code. 

 
(b) A petition under this subchapter must be filed with the clerk of each county within 30 days immediately 

following the date of the first publication of notice. 
 
(c) An election under this subchapter must be held within 45 days after the date the petition is received to determine 

whether or not the qualified voters in the target area or operational area approve the issuance of the permit. 
 
(d) Immediately on calling the election, the clerk of each county within the target area or operational area shall 

notify the executive director of the date of the election. 
 
(e) Except as otherwise provided by this chapter, elections must be held in accordance with the Election Code. 
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Section 301.157. Petition Requirements. 
 
(a) The petition for an election under this subchapter must read substantially as follows:  "The following qualified 

voters of __________ County request the Commissioners Court of __________ County to call an election at 
which the qualified voters shall be asked to vote on the proposition of whether or not they approve of the 
issuance of a weather modification permit that includes authorization for hail suppression (description of area)." 

 
(b) Each qualified voter signing the petition must give the voter's full name and address and voter registration 

number. 

Section 301.158. Certification of Petition. 
 
(a) Within five days after the date of receiving a petition under this subchapter, the commissioners court shall have 

the county clerk of the county check the names on the petition against the voter registration lists of the county 
and certify to the commissioners court the number of qualified voters signing the petition as reflected by 
checking the county's voter registration lists.  If only a part of a county is included in the target area or 
operational area, the county clerk shall also certify that those signing the petition reside in an election precinct 
in the county totally or partially included in the target area or operational area. 

 
(b) On certification by the county clerk, the petition must be filed with the official records of the county and be 

made available for public inspection. 

Section 301.159. Deposit Required. 
 
(a) A person filing a petition with the county clerk shall deposit with the county clerk an amount of money 

estimated by the county clerk to be sufficient to cover the costs of the election, to be held by the county clerk 
until the result of the election to approve or disapprove the issuance of the permit is officially announced. 

 
(b) If the result of the election favors the party petitioning for the election, the county clerk shall return the deposit 

to the person filing the petition or to the person's agent or attorney. 
 
(c) If the result of the election does not favor the party petitioning for the election, the county clerk shall pay the 

cost and expenses of the election from the deposit and return the balance of the deposit to the person filing the 
petition or to the person's agent or attorney. 

Section 301.160. Form of Ballot. 
 
The ballots for an election under this subchapter must be printed to provide for voting for or against the proposition:  
"The issuance of a permit providing for weather modification, including authorization for hail suppression and control in 
(description of area)." 

Section 301.161. Election Order. 
 
(a) The order calling the election shall provide for: 
 

(1) the time and place or places for holding the election; 
 

(2) the form of the ballots, and 
 

(3) the presiding judge for each voting place. 
 
(b) The commissioners court shall publish a copy of the election order in a newspaper of general circulation in the 
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county or in the part of the county within the target area or operational area at least 30 days preceding the day of 
the election. 

Section 301.162. Results of Election. 
 
(a) The presiding judge of each voting place shall supervise the counting of all votes cast and shall certify the 

results to the commissioners court not later than the fifth day after the date of the election. 
 
(b) A copy of the results must be filed with the county clerk and is a public record. 
 
(c) Not later than the fifth day after the results are filed, the commissioners court shall declare the results. 
 
(d) The commissioners court of each county holding an election shall send certified copies of the results of the 

election to the executive director not later than 24 hours after the results are declared under Subsection (a). 

Section 301.163. Issuance or Denial of Permit Following Election. 
 
(a) If a majority of the qualified voters voting in the election precincts any part of which are located in the target 

area vote against issuance of the permit, a permit may not be issued. 
 
(b) If a majority of the qualified voters voting in the election precincts any part of which are located within the 

target area vote in favor of issuance of the permit, the department may issue the permit as provided in this 
subchapter, except that if a majority of the qualified voters voting in any of the following areas vote against 
issuance of the permit, that area is excluded from the coverage of the permit: 

 
(1) any election precinct any part of which is located in the operational area; or 

 
(2) any election precinct located wholly within the target area and contiguous with its outer boundary. 

 
(c) If the department finds that a weather modification and control operation is still feasible, a permit may be issued 

covering areas in which no election is requested or areas in which the voters give their approval as provided by 
this subchapter. 

 
(d) If a permit is denied under Subsection (a), an application for a permit covering all or part of the same target area 

or operational area that was denied may not be considered, and for a period of two years following the date of 
the election, a permit under that application may not be issued by the department and an election may not be 
held under this chapter. 

Section 301.164. Permit for Hail Suppression Prohibited outside Target Area or in Area Excluded by 
Election. 
 
(a) A permit may not be issued that provides for or allows the seeding of clouds for hail suppression outside the 

target area or within those counties or parts of counties located in any operational or target areas that were 
excluded from the coverage of the permit by an election under Section 301.163(a) or (b).  Seeding may be done 
in those counties or parts of counties located in the operational or target area that were not excluded from the 
coverage of the permit by an election under Section 301.163(a) or (b), provided the seeding is reasonably 
calculated to take effect only within the target area. 

 
(b) This section does not prohibit the observation of cloud and cloud formations. 

Section 301.165. Monitor of Program. 
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The department may monitor any program under conditions the department determines advisable. 

Section 301.166. Petition in Adjacent County. 
 
(a) On petition as provided in this subchapter, the commissioners court of any county outside but adjacent to a 

county included in the operational area of an existing or proposed permit shall call and hold an election on the 
proposition of whether or not the qualified voters of the county approve of the issuance of any permit 
authorizing hail suppression in the county. 

 
(b) If the county voters voting in the election disapprove the issuance of permits authorizing hail suppression, the 

department may not issue a permit covering the county until the proposition has been approved at a subsequent 
election. 

Section 301.167. Inclusion of Certain Counties and Parts of Counties. 
 
(a) If any county or part of a county has disapproved the issuance of a permit at the previous election held under 

this subchapter, that county or part of a county may not be included in any permit issued by the department until 
the voters of that county or part of a county have participated in a subsequent election at which a permit is 
approved. 

 
(b) The applicant for a permit that includes that county or part of a county has the burden of petitioning for an 

election and depositing costs in the manner provided by this subchapter for the original election to approve or 
disapprove a permit. 

 

SUBCHAPTER E.  SANCTIONS 

Section 301.201. Penalties. 
 
A person who violates this chapter is subject to Subchapters F and G, Chapter 51, Occupations Code, in the same manner 
as a person regulated by the department under other law is subject to those subchapters. 

Section 301.202. Act of God. 
 
If a person can establish that an event that would otherwise be a violation of this chapter or a rule adopted or order or 
permit issued under this chapter was caused solely by an act of God, war, strike, riot, or other catastrophe, the event is not 
a violation of this chapter or a rule, order, or permit issued under this chapter. 

Section 301.203. Defense Excluded. 
 
Unless otherwise provided by this chapter, the fact that a person holds a permit issued by the department does not relieve 
that person from liability for the violation of this chapter or a rule adopted or order or permit issued under this chapter. 
 

SUBCHAPTER F.  REVOCATION AND SUSPENSION OF PERMIT 

Section 301.251. Definition. 
 
In this subchapter, "permit holder" includes each member of a partnership or association that is a permit holder and, with 
respect to a corporation that is a permit holder, each officer and the owner or owners of a majority of the corporate stock, 
provided that the member or owner controls at least 20 percent of the permit holder. 
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Section 301.252. Grounds For Revocation or Suspension of Permit. 
 
After notice and hearing, the department may revoke or suspend a permit issued under this chapter on any of the 
following grounds: 
 

(1) violating any term or condition of the permit, and revocation or suspension is necessary to maintain the 
quality of water or the quality of air in the state, or to otherwise protect human health and the 
environment consistent with the objectives of the law within the jurisdiction of the department; 

 
(2) having a record of environmental violations in the preceding five years at the permitted site; 

 
(3) causing a discharge, release, or emission contravening a pollution control standard set by the 

department or contravening the intent of a law within the jurisdiction of the department; 
 

(4) misrepresenting or failing to disclose fully all relevant facts in obtaining the permit or misrepresenting 
to the department any relevant fact at any time; 

 
(5) being indebted to the state for fees, payment of penalties, or taxes imposed by the law within the 

department's jurisdiction; 
 

(6) failing to ensure that the management of the permitted facility conforms or will conform to the law 
within the jurisdiction of the department; 

 
(7) abandoning the permit or operations under the permit; 

 
(8) the finding by the department that a change in conditions requires elimination of the discharge 

authorized by the permit; or 
 

(9) failing to continue to possess qualifications necessary for the issuance of the permit. 

Section 301.253. Grounds for Revocation or Suspension of License. 
 
(a) This section applies to a license issued under this chapter or under a rule adopted under this chapter. 
 
(b) After notice and hearing, the department may suspend or revoke a license, place on probation a person whose 

license has been suspended, reprimand a license holder, or refuse to renew or reissue a license on any of the 
following grounds: 

 
(1) having a record of environmental violations in the preceding five years at a permit site; 

 
(2) committing fraud or deceit in obtaining the license; 

 
(3) demonstrating gross negligence, incompetency, or misconduct while acting as license holder; 

 
(4) making an intentional misstatement or misrepresentation of fact in information required to be 

maintained or submitted to the department by the license holder; 
 

(5) failing to keep and transmit records as required by a law within the jurisdiction of the department; 
 

(6) being indebted to the state for a fee, payment of a penalty, or a tax imposed by a law within the 
jurisdiction of the department; or 

 
(7) failing to continue to possess qualifications necessary for the issuance of the license. 
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Section 301.254. Procedures for Notice and Hearings. 
 
The commission by rule shall establish procedures for public notice and any public hearing under this subchapter. 

Section 301.255. Hearings. 
 
A hearing under this chapter shall be conducted in accordance with the hearing rules adopted by the commission and the 
applicable provisions of Chapter 51, Occupations Code, and Chapter 2001, Government Code. 

Section 301.256. Revocation or Suspension By Consent. 
 
If a permit holder or license holder requests or consents to the revocation or suspension of the permit or license, the 
commission may revoke or suspend the permit or license without a hearing. 

Section 301.257. Other Relief. 
 
A proceeding brought by the department under this subchapter does not affect the authority of the department to bring 
suit for injunctive relief or a penalty, or both, under this chapter. 
 

SUBCHAPTER G.  IMMUNITY; CERTAIN LEGAL RELATIONSHIPS 

Section 301.301. Immunity of State. 
 
The state and its officers and employees are immune from liability for all weather modification and control activities 
conducted by private persons or groups. 

Section 301.302. Private Legal Relationships. 
 
(a) This chapter does not affect private legal relationships, except that an operation conducted under the license and 

permit requirements of this chapter is not an ultrahazardous activity that makes the participants subject to 
liability without fault. 

 
(b) The fact that a person holds a license or permit under this chapter or that the person has complied with this 

chapter or the rules issued under this chapter is not admissible as evidence in any legal proceeding brought 
against the person. 

 

CHAPTER 302. WEATHER MOFICATION AND CONTROL GRANT PROGRAM 

Section 302.001. Findings. 
 
The legislature finds that weather modification and control activities may have a significant impact on Texas agriculture.  
The legislature further finds that the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation is the proper state agency to 
administer grants to political subdivisions for weather modification and control activities. 

Section 302.002. Definition. 
 
In this chapter:  
 

(1) "Commission" means the Texas Commission of Licensing and Regulation. 
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(2) "Department" means the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation. 
 

(3) "Weather modification and control" means changing or controlling, or attempting to change or control, 
by artificial methods the natural development of atmospheric cloud forms or precipitation forms that 
occur in the troposphere. 

Section 302.003. Weather Modification and Control Grant Program. 
 
The department shall develop and administer a program awarding matching grants to political subdivisions of this state 
for weather modification and control. 

Section 302.004. Rules. 
 
The commission may adopt rules necessary to administer this chapter. 

Section 302.005. Contracts. 
 
The department may enter into contracts with public or private entities to assist the department in the administration or 
evaluation of the weather modification and control grant program or to conduct research relating to the effectiveness of 
weather modification and control activities. 

Section 302.006. Funding. 
 
The department may accept appropriations and may solicit and accept gifts, grants, and other donations from any source 
to administer the weather modification and control grant program. 
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79.1 Authority.  (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 

These rules are promulgated under the authority of Texas Agriculture Code, Chapters 301 and 302, and Texas 
Occupations Code, Chapter 51. 
 
79.10. Definitions.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective August 14, 2002, 27 TexReg 7104; amended effective 

July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
The following words and terms, when used in this chapter shall have the following meanings, unless the context 
clearly indicates otherwise: 
 

(1) Act--The Texas Weather Modification Act, Texas Agriculture Code, Chapters 301 and 302. 
 

(2) Commission--The Texas Commission of Licensing and Regulation. 
 

(3) Department--The Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation. 
 

(4) Filed--a document is deemed to have been filed with the department on the date that the document has 
been received by the department or, if the document has been mailed to the department, the postmark 
of the document. 

 
(5) Operational area--That area, described by metes and bounds or other specific bounded description, 

within which it is reasonably necessary to effectuate the purposes of a permitted operation.  A part of 
the operational area may be outside the target area and thus not intended to be affected by the 
operation. 

 
(6) Target area--The area described by metes and bounds, or other specific bounded description, which is 

intended to be affected by the operation. 
 

(7) Weather modification and control--Changing or controlling, or attempting to change or control, by 
artificial methods the natural development of atmospheric cloud forms or precipitation forms that 
occur in the troposphere. 

 
(8) Weather modification and control program--Research, development, licensing, and permitting and 

other associated activities to be administered by the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation. 
 
79.11. License and Permit Required.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 

6641) 
 
(a) Unless specifically exempted by §79.12, no person may engage in weather modification and control 

activities without first obtaining a license and permit from the Department if any part of a Texas county is 
included in the operational or target area of the project. 

 
(b) A separate permit is required for each weather modification project.  If an operation is to be conducted 

under contract, a permit is required for each separate contract. 
 
79.12. License and Permit Exemptions.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective August 14, 2002, 27 

TexReg7104; amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
(a) Upon receiving written approval of exemption status from the Department in accordance with this section, 

persons may engage in the following types of weather modification and control activities without obtaining 
a license or permit. 

 
(1) Laboratory research and experiments. 

 
(2) Activities of an emergency nature for protection against fire, frost, sleet, or fog. 

 
(3) Research, development, and application of weather modification technologies conducted by state 

and federal agencies, institutions of higher learning, and bona fide nonprofit research 
organizations. 
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(4) Activities normally conducted for purposes other than inducing, increasing, decreasing, or 

preventing precipitation or hail. 
 
(b) Persons planning to conduct projects meeting the exemption requirements in subsection (a)(1), (3), or (4) 

must request exemption status from the Department in writing at least 90 days prior to the proposed start of 
each weather modification project.  The request must include the documentation required in §79.18(3) and 
the name and mailing address of the requestor. 

 
(c) The Department will either grant or deny exemption status in writing within 30 days after the request is 

received. 
 
(d) Persons engaging in weather modification and control activities exempted from licensing and permitting 

under subsection (a)(1), (3), or (4) must comply with the requirements of §§79.31 – 79.33. 
 
79.13. Application for License.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective August 14, 2002, 27 TexReg 7104; 

amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
(a) An application for a license shall be filed with the Department on a form provided or approved by the 

Department.  The application shall include the required license fee and evidence of one of the following: 
 

(1) the applicant possesses a baccalaureate or higher degree in meteorology and at least five months of 
relevant field experience acceptable to the Department in weather modification; 

 
(2) the applicant possesses a baccalaureate or higher degree in physical science or engineering and at 

least ten months of relevant field experience acceptable to the Department in weather modification; 
or 

 
(3) the applicant possesses other training and relevant experience that the Department accepts as 

indicative of sufficient competence in the field of meteorology to engage in weather modification 
activities. 

 
(b) If the applicant is an organization, evidence of the possession of the educational and experience 

qualifications required in subsection (a) by the individual or individuals who will be in control and in 
charge of the applicant's operations must be included with the application. 

 
(c) The Department may refer the application to the Weather Modification Advisory Committee for advice as 

to the applicant’s qualifications for a license and the Weather Modification Advisory Committee may make 
recommendations to the Department on the issue of whether the applicant meets the requirements of this 
section for a license. 

 
79.14. Issuance of License.   (Effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
In the event the Department seeks advice on a license application from the Weather Modification Advisory Committee, a 
provisional license may be issued until such time the Committee meets and makes a recommendation to the Department.  
A provisional license entitles the applicant to be in control, and in charge, of day-to-day weather modification operations 
until such time a Committee recommendation, and subsequent Department action on the license application, are 
forthcoming. 
 
79.15. Renewal of License.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective September 1, 2003, 28 TexReg 7367; 

amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
(a) The Department shall issue a renewal license to each applicant who submits a timely license renewal 

application, pays the annual license fee, and maintains the qualifications necessary for issuance of an 
original license. 

 
(b) The Department may refuse to renew the license of any applicant who: 
 

(1) has failed to comply with any provision of the license, the Act, this chapter, or any Texas weather 
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modification permit issued to the licensee by the Department; or 
 
 

(2) has violated provisions of weather modification permits or licenses in another state, resulting in 
suspension or revocation of the applicant's license in that other state. 

 
(c) If the licensee has made application prior to the expiration date of the license, the terms of the existing license 

shall remain in effect until such time as the Department rules on the license renewal application. 
 
79.17. Notice of Intention to Obtain Permit.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective August 14, 2002, 27 

TexReg 7104; amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
(a) Any person seeking to obtain a Texas weather modification permit shall file with the Department a notice of 

intention to engage in a weather modification operation. 
 
(b) The applicant shall include the following information in the notice of intention and must submit the notice 

of intention in the format prescribed by the Department. 
 

(1) A statement that an application for a Texas weather modification permit has been filed with the 
Department, giving the name and address of the applicant. 

 
(2) The date on which the Department issued the applicant a Texas weather modification license and 

all dates of renewal, or the date on which the applicant filed an application for a weather 
modification license with the Department. 

 
(3) The nature and objectives of the proposed operation and the number of years for which a permit is 

requested. 
 

(4) If applicable, the person or organization, including mailing address and occupation, on whose 
behalf the operation is to be conducted. 

 
(5) The operational area in which the proposed operation will be conducted, described in sufficient 

detail to plot the location on a map. 
 

(6) The target area, which is intended to be affected by the proposed operation, described, in sufficient 
detail to plot the location on a map. 

 
(7) The materials and methods to be used in conducting the proposed operation. 

 
(8) The approximate dates and times during which the proposed operation will be conducted. 

 
(9) A statement that persons interested in the permit application should contact the Department for 

more information. 
 

(10) A statement summarizing the conditions under which the public may request a public meeting on 
the application, as set forth in §79.20. 

 
(11) If the application includes hail suppression as an objective, a statement summarizing how the 

public can petition for an election. 
 
(c) The applicant must submit with the notice of intention the type of supporting data prescribed in §79.18 (3). 
 
(d) The applicant may not publish the notice of intention until the Department has reviewed and approved the 

notice of intention in writing. 
 
(e) The Department may disapprove a notice of intention if the applicant fails to provide any of the information 

required by subsections (b) and (c) or if the Department determines that the notice of intention does not 
adequately describe the operation.  The Department may seek the advice of the Weather Modification 
Advisory Committee in making this determination. 
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(f) If the notice of intention is disapproved by the Department, the applicant may appeal to the Executive 

Director within 10 working days after the applicant receives the Department's written disapproval.  The 
Executive Director shall review the Department's decision and enter an order approving or disapproving the 
notice of intention. 

 
(g) The applicant must publish the notice of intention as approved at the applicant's expense at least once a 

week for three consecutive weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in each county in which the 
operation is to be conducted. 

 
(h) The applicant must file proof of publication and publishers' affidavits with the Department within 15 days 

after the date of the last publication. 
 
79.18. Permit Application.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective August 14, 2002, 27 TexReg 7104; 

amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
An application for a Texas weather modification permit must be filed with the Department and must include the 
following. 
 

(1) The required permit fee. 
 

(2) Proof that the applicant holds a valid Texas weather modification license or has a pending 
application for one. 

 
(3) Supporting data for the application in a form prescribed by the Department, including: 

 
(A) a plan of operation that details the type of weather modification activity proposed, 

 
(B) equipment and personnel involved in the operation, 

 
(C) a description of climate and hazardous weather in the operational area, including explicit 

statements, where applicable, that the permittee will, or will not, and under what 
conditions, conduct operations in areas for which the National Weather Service has issued 
hazardous-weather watches and warnings, 

 
(D) a description of the weather modification methodology that will be used, accompanied by 

documentation (including citations in referenced meteorological journals) which attests to 
the technology’s scientific credibility, and 

 
(E) a description of the technique that will be used to evaluate the overall effect of the 

proposed operation. 
 

(4) All contracts, letters of intent, or proposals that pertain to conducting the proposed operation for a 
client; 

 
(5) An illustration of the operational and target areas that is plotted on a map; 

 
(6) Sufficient information to satisfy the Department that the applicant is able to pay damages for 

liability which might reasonably arise as a result of the proposed operation, such as a copy of a 
comprehensive liability insurance policy or a certificate from an insurer guaranteeing coverage for 
the proposed operation during the proposed term. 

 
(7) A notice of intention. 

 
79.20. Requests for Public Meeting on Permit Application..  (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective 

August 14, 2002, 27 TexReg 7104; amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
(a) If at least 25 eligible persons make a timely written request, the Department shall hold a public meeting on 

an application prior to the issuance of a permit. 
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(b) Those eligible to request a public meeting on an application include all persons who reside or own property 

within the boundaries of the weather modification operational area, as defined in the application. 
 
(c) A request for a public meeting must include: 
 

(1) the signature, full name, mailing address, phone number, and physical address and county of the 
residence or property located in the proposed operational area of each person requesting a public 
meeting; and 

 
(2) a statement that each person requesting a public meeting resides or owns property within the 

proposed operational area. 
 
(d) To be considered timely, a person’s request for a public meeting must be mailed to the Department and 

post-marked within 30 days after the date of the first publication of the notice of intention in the newspaper, 
which publishes the latest notice of intention in accordance with §79.17 (g).  The Department, for good 
cause, may extend the time allowed for filing a request for a public meeting. 

 
(e) Upon determining that proper requests for a public meeting from at least 25 persons have been filed, the 

Department will schedule a public meeting within the area where the operation is to be conducted. 
 
(f) Notice stating the time, place, subject, and legal authority of the public meeting shall be provided at least 20 

days prior to the public meeting, as follows. 
 

(1) The Department shall give notice by first-class mail to the applicant and to each person who has 
filed a proper request for a public meeting. 

 
(2) The applicant must publish notice of the public meeting (at the applicant's cost) at least once in a 

newspaper of general circulation in each county that includes any part of the operational or target 
areas. 

 
79.21. Issuance of Permit.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective August 14, 2002, 27 TexReg 7104; amended 

effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
(a) The Department may issue a Texas weather modification permit upon determination of the following: 
 

(1) that the operation proposed in the application will not significantly dissipate the clouds and prevent 
their natural course of developing rain in the area where the operation is to be conducted to the 
material detriment of persons or property in that area; 

 
(2) that the applicant: 

 
(A) holds a valid Texas weather modification license, or has a pending application for one; 

 
(B) has filed an administratively complete application in accordance with §79.18; and 

 
(C) has published a notice of intention as approved by the Department and filed proof of 

publication as required by §79.17. 
 
(b) The Department shall not issue a permit before the end of the 30-day period immediately following the first 

publication of the notice of intention.  If the notice of intention is required to be published in more than one 
county and the newspapers publish the notice beginning on different days, the 30-day period begins on the 
date of the first publication of the notice in the newspaper that is the last to publish the notice of intention. 

 
(c) When an election regarding a permit application including hail suppression has been held in accordance 

with Texas Agriculture Code Chapter 301, Subchapter D, the Department shall issue Texas weather 
modification permits in accordance with this section and §79.62. 
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79.22. Description of Permit..  (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 15025; amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
A Texas weather modification permit shall include the following: 
 

(1) the effective period of the permit, which may be all or part of a year or years, but not more than 
four years, and 

 
(A) if the permit is for more than one year, the permit shall contain a statement that it shall 

remain valid for so long as the permittee continues to operate in successive years during 
all or some of the months authorized; 

 
(B) if a weather modifier is authorized to conduct an operation on behalf of a sponsoring 

entity, the term of the permit shall be limited to the duration of the contract in effect 
between the weather modifier and the sponsor at the date that the Department issues the 
permit; and 

 
(C) if a weather modifier and client include in their initial contract that their agreement should 

be renegotiated during the term of a multi-year permit, the permit shall contain a 
statement that the weather modifier must submit a copy of any modified contract to the 
Department for review and approval before the start of operations under that modified 
contract; 

 
(2) a description of the boundaries of the operational and target areas and a map that depicts those 

areas; 
 

(3) the weather modification method(s) that may be employed; 
 

(4) a requirement that the permittee maintain insurance coverage or other financial assurance of the 
types and amounts satisfactory to the Department for the term of the permit; 

 
(5) a requirement that the permittee maintain a valid license and that the operation be directed only by 

those individuals named on the license or as amended under §79.51 and §79.52; 
 

(6) a statement that the operation must be conducted during each year of a multi-year permit, as set 
forth in the plan of operations, and that the plan is incorporated in the permit; 

 
(7) a requirement that the permittee notify the Department of any changes to the list required by 

§79.18 (8); 
 

(8) a statement that the Department shall have immediate access to any information the permittee 
maintains that is pertinent to day-to-day weather modification operations; and 

 
(9) other terms, requirements, and conditions that the Department deems advisable. 

 
79.31. Recordkeeping Requirements..   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525) 
 
Any person conducting a weather modification operation with an operational or target area that includes any part of a 
Texas county must record and maintain, for each operation, the following: 
 

(1) the daily log (NOAA Form 17-4B) required by 15 Code of Federal Regulations, §908.8(a); and 
 

(2) the supplemental information required by 15 Code of Federal Regulations, §908.8(b), (c), and (d). 
 
79.32. Additional Recordkeeping Requirements for Operations Employing Aircraft..   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 

TexReg 10525; amended effective August 14, 2002, 27 TexReg 7104; amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
In addition to the record keeping requirements of §79.31, any person conducting a weather modification operation 
with an operational or target area that includes any part of a Texas county and that employs aircraft for 
reconnaissance or seeding purposes must record and maintain, for each operation, the following: 
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(1) date; 

 
(2) time period (in minutes of local time); 

 
(3) rates of dispersion of the seeding agent for each flight; 

 
(4) total amount of seeding agent dispensed; 

 
(5) description of each flight track logged in such a manner as to allow a complete and accurate 

reconstruction of the run and identified at the beginning and ending of each flight by one of the 
following methods: 

 
(A) radial and distance from a standard reference point, 

 
(B) ground fixes in statute miles from a nearby town or landmark, or 

 
(C) geostationary positioning system (GPS) location. 

 
79.33. Reporting Requirements.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective August 14, 2002, 27 TexReg 7104; 

amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
Any person conducting a weather modification operation with an operational or target area that includes any part of a 
Texas county must report in writing the following information to the Department according to the schedule given: 
 

(1) any changes or additions to the list filed with the permit application in accordance with §79.18 
(3)(B) must be filed by the fifteenth day of the following month; 

 
(2) for each month in which operations are conducted, one copy of the record of operations for that 

month required by §79.31 and, if applicable, one copy of the record of operations for that month 
required by §79.32 must be filed by the fifteenth day of the following month; 

 
(3) one copy of all other reports required by 15 Code of Federal Regulations, §§908.5-908.7, must be 

filed no later than the deadlines set by the federal regulation. 
 
79.41. Amendment, Revocation, or Suspension.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525) 
 
(a) The Department may initiate proceedings before the Executive Director to: 
 

(l) amend a permit if it appears necessary to protect the health or property of any person; or 
 

(2) suspend or revoke a permit or license if the Department has good cause to believe that the permit 
or license should be suspended or revoked. 

 
(b) Suspension of a license shall suspend automatically for a like period of time any permit issued under that 

license, unless the permit is issued to more than one licensee, and at least one of those licensees remains in 
good standing. 

 
(c) Revocation of a license shall revoke automatically any permit issued under that license, unless the permit is 

issued to more than one licensee, and at least one of those licensees remains in good standing. 
 
79.42. Good Cause.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective August 14, 2002, 27 TexReg 7104; amended effective 

July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
(a) Good cause to believe that a license should be revoked or suspended shall include, but not be limited to, the 

following: 
 

(1) the licensee has violated any of the provisions of the Act, rules, or license; 
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(2) the licensee has filed false and/or misleading information on his or her application; 
 

(3) the individual or individuals named in the license no longer possess the qualifications necessary for 
the issuance of an original license; 

 
(4) the operational personnel or other information which were the basis for the issuance of the license 

have changed materially; or 
 

(5) the licensee is deemed incompetent to hold a license by virtue of previous violations of weather 
modification permits or licenses in other states, resulting in suspension or revocation of the 
licensee's license in that other state. 

 
(b) Good cause to believe that a permit should be revoked or suspended shall include, but not be limited to, the 

following: 
 

(1) the permittee has violated any of the provisions of the Act, rules, or the permit; 
 

(2) the permittee has filed false or misleading information in either its application for a permit or the 
records required to be filed by §79.31 and §79.32; 

 
(3) the permittee's license has expired during the term of the permit and the licensee has not made a 

timely request for renewal; or 
 

(4) the Department has reason to believe that the permitted operation is significantly dissipating the 
clouds and preventing the natural course of developing rain in the area where the operation is 
conducted to the material detriment of persons or property in that area. 

 
79.43. Notice and Hearing.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525) 
 
The Department may initiate proceedings to amend, suspend, revoke, or otherwise sanction a permit or a license and/or 
recommend administrative penalties in accordance with the Act or the Texas Occupations Code, Chapter 51 and 16 TAC, 
Chapter 60 (relating to the Texas Commission of Licensing and Regulation). 
 
79.44. Emergency Order to Cease Operations.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525) 
 
(a) If the executive director determines that probable imminent injury or hazard to any person, property, or to 

the public, will occur as the result of a weather modification operation, the executive director shall 
immediately initiate proceedings to order a licensee or the person in control and in charge of the operation 
to cease some or all operations without suspending the permit. 

 
(b) Notice of the order to discontinue operation may be given verbally by the executive director to the licensee 

or to the person in control and in charge of the operation, to be confirmed in writing thereafter at the earliest 
possible date. 

 
(c) Operations may resume after the licensee or person in control and in charge of the operation has been 

notified by the executive director that the probability of injury or hazard has ceased. 
 
79.51. Application for License Amendment.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 

TexReg 6641) 
 
A licensee seeking to amend any provision of a Texas weather modification license must: 
 

(1) file a license amendment request with the Department in accordance with the requirements of 
§79.13, and pay the required amendment fee; 

 
(2) if the amendment being requested involves adding a person or persons to the license, provide 

sufficient documentation on the education and training, qualifications, and work experience of the 
individual or individuals who is (are) to be in control, and in charge, of weather modification 
operations for the licensee. 
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79.52. Issuance of License Amendment.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 

6641) 
 
The Department shall issue a Texas weather modification license amendment in the same manner as issuance of an 
original license in accordance with §79.14. 
 
79.53. Application for Permit Amendment.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 

TexReg 6641) 
 
A permittee seeking to amend any provision of a Texas weather modification permit must: 
 

(1) file a permit amendment application with the Department in accordance with the requirements of 
§79.18, and pay the required amendment fee; 

 
(2) unless the Department deems the amendments minor in accordance with §79.55, file and publish a 

notice of intention with the Department in accordance with the requirements of §79.17; however, 
the headings of the notice of intention should be altered to reflect the fact that the permittee seeks 
an amendment rather than an original permit; 

 
(3) if the amendment sought by the permittee alters only the delineation of either the operational or 

target areas to the extent that territory is added to either or both areas, publish the notice of 
intention only in the counties that include any part of the territory being added to the operational or 
target areas. 

 
79.54. Issuance of Permit Amendment.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 

6641) 
 
(a) The Department shall issue a Texas weather modification permit amendment in the same manner as for 

issuance of an original permit in accordance with §79.21. 
 
(b) The Department will evaluate requests for a public meeting on permit amendment applications in the same 

manner as for original permit applications in accordance with §79.20. 
 
79.55. Exception for Minor Permit Amendments.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525) 
 
(a) No notice of intention need be filed or published and no public meeting will be scheduled with respect to 

applications for amendments that the Department deems minor. 
 
(b) An amendment shall be deemed minor if: 
 

(1) in the judgment of the Department, it has no potential for harming the health or property of any 
person; and 

 
(2) it does not negate or render inaccurate any information contained in the notice of intention that was 

published with respect to the original application for the permit that is sought to be amended. 
 
79.61. Hail Suppression as Objective of Permit.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective July 13, 2004, 

29 TexReg 6641) 
 
(a) If the notice published pursuant to Agriculture Code Chapter 301, Subchapter D does not include notice that 

hail suppression is an objective of the operation, any qualified voter in the proposed target or operational 
area may request that the Department determine whether the objective of the operation includes hail 
suppression. 

 
(b) The Commission shall consider the request in a public meeting and determine the nature of the proposed 

operation.  The Commission shall issue an order that determines the nature of the operation.  If the 
Commission determines that the proposed operation includes hail suppression as an objective, the order 
shall specify the terms under which the applicant may republish the notice of intention. 
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(c) If the Commission determines that the objectives of the proposed operation include hail suppression, the 

Commission shall not issue a permit unless the applicant meets the requirements of the order issued by the 
Commission. 

 
79.62. Issuance of Permit When Election Held.   (Effective December 30, 2001, 26 TexReg 10525; amended effective August 14, 2002, 

27 Texas 7104; amended effective July 13, 2004, 29 TexReg 6641) 
 
(a) If qualified voters in counties or parts of counties included in the target area or operational area petition for 

and cause an election or elections to be held in accordance with Agriculture Code Chapter 301, Subchapter 
D, the Department must evaluate the results of the election or elections, as certified and filed by the 
respective county commissioners court in accordance with Agriculture Code Chapter 301, Subchapter D 
before issuing the permit. 

 
(b) If, as a result of the election or elections, certain areas are excluded from the coverage of the permit as 

applied for, the Department must determine if the proposed operation is still feasible for those areas in 
which no election was requested and in those areas in which the voters gave their approval.  The 
Department may conduct a public meeting for the sole purpose of determining the feasibility of the 
proposed operation. 

 
(c) The Department shall not issue the permit if a majority of the qualified voters voting in the election 

precincts, which are wholly or partially within the target area, vote in opposition to the issuance of the 
permit. 

 
(d) The Department may issue the permit if a majority of the qualified voters voting in the election precincts 

that are wholly or partially within the target area vote in favor of the issuance of the permit.  However, the 
permit must exclude any precinct in which the majority of qualified voters voted in opposition to the 
issuance of the permit if that precinct is wholly within the target area and contiguous with its outer boundary 
or is wholly or partially within the operational area. 

 
(e) No permit can be issued covering any county or part of a county previously excluded from the coverage of a 

permit by virtue of an election for at least two years from the date of the election, and then, only if a 
subsequent election is held at which the majority of voters vote to approve the permit. 

 
79.80. Fees.   (Effective July 13, 2004, 20 TexReg 6641; amended effective February 1, 2012, 37 TexReg 319) 
 
(a) Original and Renewal License and Permit fees: 
 

(1) Weather Modification License--$750. 
 

(2) Weather Modification Permit--$100. 
 
(b) License and Permit Amendment fees: 
 

(1) Weather Modification License Amendment--$650. 
 

(2) Weather Modification Permit Amendment--$75. 
 
(c) Late renewal fees for licenses issued under this chapter are provided for under §60.83 of this title (relating to 

Renewal Fees). 
 
(d) The fee for issuance of a duplicate license or permit is $25. 
 
(e) All fees are non-refundable. 
 



Weather Modification Advisory Committee 
Authorized by Agriculture Code, Title 9, Weather and Climate, Chapter 301 

Appointed by the Texas Commission of Licensing and Regulation 
Composed of five members serving staggered four-year terms 

Sunset Date – 09/01/2024 
 

Revised 06/16/2017 

 
 The Honorable Judge Frank Reilly, Presiding Officer 
 Potts & Reilly, L.L.P. 
 P.O. Box 4037 
 Horseshoe Bay, TX 78657 
 Office: (866) 876-7825 x 102 
 Fax: (866) 876-7825 
 E-mail:  reilly@pottsreilly.com 
 Term Expires:  01/13/2019 – Attorney at Law 
 
Gary Foster  
51 US Highway 87 South  
Sterling City, TX 76951 
Office: (325) 378-4279 
Home:  (325) 378-5891 
Mobile: (325)895-0031  
E-mail:  littlef@wcc.net  
Term Expires:  01/13/2019 – Agricultural Producer 
 
James P. Nance  
6101 Rain Creek Parkway  
Austin, TX 78759 
Home: (512) 669-5244 
Office: (210) 313-1724 
Fax: (512) 369-3831 
E-mail: nance4@icloud.com 
Term Expires:  01/13/2019 – Atmospheric Scientist 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aurora B. Farthing  
Quarter Pence Holding, LLC 
5910 CR 1430 
Lubbock, TX 79407 
Office/Cell: (806) 239-1806 
E-mail: aurora.farthing@qtrpenny.com 
Term Expires:  01/13/2021 – Businessman 
 
 
Alan Zeman 
NAZ Land/Zeman Land & Cattle 
P.O. Box 810 
Pecos, TX 79772 
Office: (432) 448-3006 
Fax: (432) 445-1847  
Cell: (432) 448-3006  
E-mail: arzeman@hughes.net or 
alan@zemanflp.net  
Term Expires:  01/13/2021 – Businessman/Rancher 
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